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Engineers spotted
walking on water
Chrlssy Schrelner
Staff Writer

Bright and early Saturday morning a determined group of engi
neers and engineering students from throughoutSouthern California
gathered at the USD swimming pool.
They did not come to swim, although many of them did by the end
of the day.
The University of San Diego's Department of Electrical Engi
neering sponsored the second annual "Walk On Water " competi
tion. The contest was open to three different levels of teams:
Engineers from professional firms, engineering students from col
leges and universities and high school students interested in pursu
ing the engineering field.
Although the turnout of college participants was not as high as
expected, the contest was a complete success. The atmosphere was
full of competition and team spirit, not to mention comic relief.
The task set before all the participants proved to be extremely
challenging. To qualify, each entry had to consist of two separate
buoyancy shoes operated by one "shoe pilot." The object was for the
shoe pilot to remain vertical without support while walking a straight
line from oneend of the pool to the other. The quickest over-all time
won thegrand prize. Needless tosay, there were many sinking pilots
stranded in the middle of the USD swimming pool.
The industry-level entries consisted of four teams. Two out of the
four teams successfully made their way across the pool. Five teams
competed at the college level. The successes for this level were a
little disheartening, with only two out of the five making their way
without sinking. And it appears that the high-school entries had the
least luck of all the groups; noneof the three high-school teams made
it across the USD pool.
Entries that were made out of 75 percent recyclable materials by
see WALKING on page 3

Water falls in Loma Hall
HUSD'S newest building requires repairs
after air conditioning system leaks water
Matt Morgan
Staff Writer

USD women race
to a steamy finish

The USD women's swim team posted an unprecedented record-breaking swim this weekend.
Bill Homan
Sports Editor

Records are made to be broken. And that's exactly what
the USD women's swimming team did at its conference
championships.
In all, 10 USD records fell at the meet in Long Beach last
week. In addition, 33 personal bests were set It was the last
competition of the year for the team.
"Everyone was mentally prepared. It wasour last chance
to compete (this year)," said senior tri-captain Robin Scott
"Being tapered and shaved made it possible for us to swim
so well. There was a lot of excitement, energy and great
competition (at the meet)."
Freshman Jennifer Sheldon and junior Hillary Devine
made the most of the competition as both set three new

USD records each. Three relay records were set as well.
Sheldon swam to a 24.6 in the 50-yard freestyle, a 53.3
in the 100-yard freestyle and a 2:10.8 in the 200-yard
backstroke. She is only a freshman this year and one
wonders what the future holds for her.
Devine also erased her share of USD records. She turned
in two second place efforts: one in the 100-yard butterfly
with a time of58.42 and the other in the200-yard individual
medley at 2:09.07. She also turned in a fourth-place finish
in the 200-yard breaststroke with a time of 2:27.65.
The 400-yard Medley relay team composed of Sheldon,
Devine, Tracy Schwieger and Molly McGlennen touched
the wall at 4:04.93, which was five seconds faster than the
previous mark.

see SWIMMING on page 11

When USD commissioned the construction of Loma
Hall in the fall of 1991, the building plans did not call for
an indoor waterfall.
To the dismay of faculty working in the new building,
that's just what they got., in the form of large volumes
someone by the summer of 1993."
Matt Morgan
of water leaking from the roof. The leaking water has
The position was all but filled in
Staff Writer
primarily affected operations on the third floor, where
January; the Search Committee had
Sr. Sally Furay will be retiring this selected a new Provost, Dr. James
Sociology and History departmental offices are located.
summer
after nearly a half-century of Bundschuh of St Louis University in
"A new building shouldn't have this kind of problem
Missouri, but he accepted a similar po
service
to
the university.
so early in its career," said sociology professor Dr.
USD is currently considering a num sition at Xavier University in Cincinatti
Michael Soroka, whose office has sustained consider
ber of candidates for the position of instead. USD had not expected this turn
able damage from the water. "The leaking water almost Provost Dr. Darlene Pienta, Chair of of events, and consequently it was a
ruined my printer."
Provost Search Committee, was guarded setback, since the committee had to
Leaking water isn't the only problem the new build when asked about the identities of the consider other candidates and essen
ing is having. As a result of the leaks, the insulation has candidates under consideration for the tially start he selection process over

though, the committee is confident that
it will find a new Provost by summer,
although Sr. Furay has stated that she
would be willing to postpone her retire
ment for one year in the event that the
position is not filled in time.
Whoever is eventually selected for
the position, though, faces the seem
ingly impossible task of filling Sr.
Furay's shoes. Having been at USD
since its inception in 1972, Sr. Furay has
definitely left her mark on the school;

again.
Despite this unexpected setback,

see PROVOST on page 3

Search continues for new Provost

see LEAK on page 3
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• During a speech in Santa Monica,
President Clinton announced that he
would be releasing $500 million to help
workers left jobless after defense cuts.
The money has already be authorized by
Congress and was made available to the
Bush administration which refused to use
it. Clinton assured that much of the money
would be spent in Southern California in an
effort to retrain workers and aid the
weakened economy.

• At Reseda High School Monday, a 17year-old student was shot and killed by a
fellow classmate.
The incident, which occurred in a
science hallway during a snack break while
at least a dozen teen-agers looked on, is the
second killing this month. According to
police reports, Robert Heard, a Reseda
High football player, shot Michael Shean
Ensley in the chest with a small-caliber
handgun. First reports indicate that police
are unsure of any possible motives. Reseda
was considered one of the safest campuses
in the Los Angeles Unified School District.
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• Archeologists presented infor
mation this week indicating that the
fabled Trojan War actually did
occur.
The war, which is described in
Homer's "The Illiad," is said to have
occured not because of the kidnapping
of Helen, the wife of the King of
Sparta, but because of the extreme
strategic importance of the City of
Troy. The belief is hased on new
evidence that shows Troy to have been
much larger than originally supposed.
* In the wake of one of the nastiest
political contests in Israeli history,
the electoral college of religious and
lay leaders selected two new chief
rabbis.
Rabbi Yisrael Meir Lau is the new
head Ashkenazic (Jews of European
decent) rabbi and Rabbi Eliyahu
Bakshi-Doron is the chief Sephardic
(Jews from the Middle East) rabbi.
They immediately pledged to "promote
understanding and harmony among the
country's sharply divided religious
communites — and with its secular
majority," according to the Los Ange
les Times.

• The Senate approved last Thursday
a bill which includes a clause supporting
the ban on immigrants infected with
HIV.
The move was seen as an embarrassing
blow to President Clinton. The ban, which
has been in effect since 1987, has received
almost universal condemnation from the
world health community as medically
unjustified and discriminatory. The bill
will next go before the House of Represen
tatives. Analysts predict that if it passes
the House, it will be vetoed by President
Clinton, but it could still have enough
support for the veto to be overturned by
Congress.

• Larry Tarvin has filed suit against
the City of Los Angeles in connection
with events during the South Los
Angeles riots last April.
Tarvin is known as the 'other trucker'
who was beaten at the intersection of
Florence and Normandie. Tarvin was
hauling a shipment of medical supplies
bound for Chile when he was pulled from
his truck and severely beaten with a fire
extinguisher. Like the Reginald O. Denny
situation, Tarvin's run in was also captured
on camera. The suit accuses Los Angeles
of working inadequately to "quell the
unrest" in the city. Lawyers for the city,
though, claim that state law provides
immunity from claims seeking compensa
tory settlements.

It
Panel of Psychologists. "Mental
Health Issues in the African Ameri
can Community" Thurday, Feb. 25 in
the UC at 6 p.m. Sponsored by
Volunteer Resources and the USD
Social Issues Committee. Call Ronn
Johnson at 2604702 for more
information.
NAFTA and San Diego Discussion.
USD Professor of Business Law
Craig Barkacs and attorney Maria
Solomon will discuss "Understanding
NAFTA and Its Impact on the San
Diego Business Community" on
Friday, Feb. 26 at 8 a.m. in the
Manchester Executive Conference
Center. Contact USD Continuing
Education at 260-4644.
Institute for Christian Ministries.
Patricia Lindquist, Ph.D., and Lona
Wessell, MFCC, will discuss "Child
Psychology for Grandparents:
Understanding Your Grandchild" on
Sunday, Feb. 28 from 7 to 8:30 p.m.
at the Lutheran Church of the
Incarnation, Poway. Continues on
March 7 and 14. Call 260-4784
Economics Club. Club LaissezFaire meets Thursdays at 11:15 p.m.
in01in227. The club focuses on
economics and its effects on society.

Inter Varsity Christian Fellowship.
Come experience the power of God
through prayer, worship, Bible study and
fellowship. Meets Thurdays at 7 p.m in
Sena 304. Call Jeff Jones at 576-2151..
Communication Studies Society. Meets
every other Tuesday starting Feb. 9 in
Camino 111 at 12:30 p.m. All majors are
encouraged to attend.

sorority's philanthropy. Members will
act as caddies for golfers. Prizes will
be awarded and a barbeque held after
the event. The event costs $25 and
includes green fees and a T-shirt. Call
x2721 for more information.

Oxford Study Abroad Meeting.
There will be an informational
presentation given by Paul Saville,
Math & Computer Science Club.
director of St. Claire's Oxford on
Monday, March 1 in UC Forum A at
Saturday, Feb. 27 from 12 noon to 3 p.m.
the Math & Computer Science Club offers I: 12:15 p.m. For all students interested
a chance to meet some of its alumni to
in attending St. Claire's Oxford in the
learn about the job market and graduate
fall of 1993. Call Elaine at x6870 for
school. Takes plasce in SerraHall
more information.
Faculty/Staff Dining Room. Call Lori
:
Speaker. Dr. Sut Jhally will speak on
Dinges at 260-7644.
"Enlightened Racism: Media and
Cultural Diversity" in the Faculty/Staff
Scholarship Announcement Through
Dining Room rat March 4 at 7 p.m.
the offices of Dr. Jeanne Brinks Rigsby,
Call 260-2008 for more information.
Professor Emeritus at USD, a scholarship
of $600 will be awarded each year to one
Speaker. The Honorable Robert C.
student registered in USD's affiliated
Coates, San Diego Municipal Court
programs in Southern France. Candidates
Judge, will be discussing "Stepping
must be French majors and must register
Out of Law School onto the Stage of
for course work.while in France. Inter
History," on how student volunteers
ested students should inform Dr. Jaques
can help change their community. The
Wendel in writing as soon as possible.
event is sponsored by the Pro Bono
Legal Advocates and will take place at
Golf Tournament Alpha Phi Open Golf
the USD School of Law, Grace
Tournament will be held Sunday, Feb. 28
Courtroom, Warren Hall on Monday,
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m at Tecolote Canyon
March 8 at 12 noon.
Golf Course to raise money for the
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Who is that walking on water?

•PROVOST

continued from page 1

when she does retire, she will be taking an integral
element of USD with her.
Sally Furay was bom on June 12, 1926 in
Omaha, Neb. She attended Duchesne University, where
she became interested in the religious orders. She joined
the Society of the Sacred Heart at Kenwood in Albany,
N.Y., beginning in June, 1944. She completed her
bachelor's degree in English at Duchesne in 1949, and
received her master's degree from the San Francisco
College for Women in 1952.
Later that year, the Religious of the Sacred
Heart (RSCJ) sent Sr. Furay to the San Diego College for
Women, where she received her Doctorate in English
literature in 1955. To have accomplished so much in an
era when women wereoften thought to be inferior to men
is an incredible, yet fortunate, feat indeed.

• LEAK

continued from page 1

•WALKING
continued from page 1
volume received a 10-second bonus. This was quite beneficial to many
of the teams, especially those not so fortunate as to make it but a few
steps beyond the security of solid land.
The industry-level winner was Team Angst, the college's was Duck
Tape, and the high school's was Rubber Duckies of Granite Hills.

become waterlogged and needs
to be replaced. In addition, ceil
ing tiles in the offices and hall
ways are also getting saturated
and falling on the floor, creating
a"falling object"hazard forthose
working in the building.
According to USD Physical
Plant Director Conley Robinson,
the water is caused by an air
conditioning system mounted on
the roof. Water leaks into the
building around the improperlysealed base of the unit The build
ing contractors, Menesee and
Larsen of San Diego, have made
several trips to USD to work on
the problem; the success of their
efforts to re-seal the air condi
tioning units will not be known

Sr. Furay was appointed Academic Dean of the San
DiegoCollege for Women in 1967 and served in this position
until 1972. During this time, Sr. Furay also rounded out her
education by obtaining her law degree. In 1972, Dr. Author
Hughes, president of the newly merged University of San
Diego, appointed Sr. Furay Academic Vice President and
Provost, the position she holds today.
Despite her wealth of education and experience,
though, Sr. Furay is modest about her achievements. "Some
people are impressed by their own accomplishments," she
told theVISTA last December, "but I'm not one of them. Iam
a Religious of the Sacred Heart— that's my top priority and
always has been. I didn't need another doctorate; I already
had one." (VISTA, 3 Dec. 1992)
Sr. Furay has said that she does not know what she
will do when she retires, but she will leave San Diego for one
year in order to give the new Provost a fair chance at the job.
Whatever events fill her calendar, Sr. Furay will be sorely
missed by both students and faculty alike.

of the history department lost some
papers and manuscripts, which were
left on a desk one weekend and were
soaked by water when the office
reopened the following Monday. In
addition, the office of Dr. Gerald
Estberg of the physics department
has also experienced some minor
leakage, although not as bad as that
found on the third floor, where the
faculty mail room and lounge are
also very wet. There are also reports
from students and faculty alike of
water leaking from the light fixture
in the elevator.
The sub-contractors involved in
the construction of Loma Hall have
made many trips to USD since the
problem began last summer. The
leaks have disrupted operations in
the building since that time, and it
remains to be seen whether or not
the problems will be corrected.

until the rain stops. Since the build
ing is still under warranty, no cost
for repairs will be incurred by the
University.
Dr. Soroka believes that the prob
lem is due in part to the pressure the
builders were under to complete the
project before classes began last
September. Foundation problems
put the project behind schedule early
on, and the builders were constantly
trying to make up for lost time in
order to allow the history and soci
ology departments to move from
their old location in Maher Hall be
fore classes began. "They were try
ing to get us moved in quickly, and
I appreciate that," said Dr. Soroka,
"but these problems have persisted
since day one."
The collapsing tiles and leaking
water are not limited to the sociol
ogy department. Dr. Iris Engstrand

University of Wisconsin-Platteville

"If you have built castles in the air,
your work need not be lost.
That is where they should be.
Now put the foundations under them."
—Henry David Thoreau
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UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES IN

Learn Your Way Around The World
• Study abroad in London, England or Seville, Spain,
for a summer, for a semester or for a full academic year
• Courses in liberal arts and international business
• Fluency in a foreign language nM required
• Home-stays with meals
• Field trips
• Financial aid applies (except for summer session)
Application deadlines:

• April 1 for summer session
• April 30 for fall semester
• October 20 for spring semester
F'or a program description and an application, call toll free:
1-800-342-1725

GREAT BRITAIN
AUSTRALIA
IRELAND
NEW ZEALAND
Fully integrated study at British, Irish,
New Zealand and Australian universities

FALL OR SPRING SEMESTER • FULL YEAR
INSTEP • SUMMER PROGRAM • INTERNSHIPS
Study Abroad Information Session
Representative:
Date:
Location:

Carolyn Watson
Fri. Feb. 26
2:00 3:00
"University Center

103A/B"

For further information please contact: Your Study Abroad Office on campus
or the Institute for Study Abroad, Butler Universitv 4600 Sunset Avenue,
Indianapolis, IN 46208, Tel: 317/283-9336 or 1/800-368-6852 Ext. 9336.
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Editorials • Commentary • Analysis • Letters

I.

t is said that whoever controls
the present controls the past,
and that whoever controls the
past controls the future.
Anyone who has ever read
Orwell's classic"1984" can tell you
this. In it, Orwell's main character,
Winston, works at the Ministry of
Truth, a large part of the totalitarian
government that rules. Winston's

Mario
H. Lopez

Rewriting

job is simple. He goes through
historical records and deletes the
names of people who are enemies
of the party. By eradicating any
mention of them,they, in effect,can
be said to have never existed, as no
mention of them will ever be found
in the revised documents.
One need not jump into the realm
of fiction to see examples of this
idea. Hitler's propaganda minister,
Joseph Goebbels, once said that if
you repeat a lie often enough, then
it eventually becomes the truth. We the press strives to report balanced,
all know he was very successful in fair, accurate and unbiased infor
convincing Germany to acceptNazi mation. When the press loses its
sense of responsibility to viewers
lies.
But we don't need to look further and to truth, the propaganda begins.
Studies have shown again and
than our own country to see a prime
example of the struggle to manipu again that the majority of journal
late history. If you want to witness ists are far more liberal than the
firsthand how easy Winston's job public at large. This is not a prob
was or see Goebbel-like determina lem untilthey start to favor politicans
tion in spreading misinformation or laws they agree with in their
and outright lies, 111 let you in on a reporting.
Consider, for example, the delittle secret: Turn on the network
cadeof
the1980s. How many times
news. That's right, cozy up to Dan
have
you
heard it characterized as
Rather, Peter Jennings and Tom
the
decade
of greed and excess,
Browkaw.
where
the
rich
got richer, the poor
Freedom of the press is, of
got
poorer
and
no
one made it out of
course, an instrumental part of a
democracy. This is true as long as poverty because of Reaganomics?

The 1980s
Bust or Boom?

Part One: Media information
Where have you heard all of this?
The media. Is this accurate?
Sure, there are many ways they
attempt to disguise it They'll put
on experts and pundits who agree
with them and let them do the talk
ing. They'll agressively pursue sto
ries that discredit their political en
emies but virtually ignorethose that
show their friends in a bad light.
They' say nothing when some lib
eral "analyst" harps about the
ecomomic "decline" in the 1980s
with figures that are questionable at
best
So, back to that decade we go.
Never has there been a time when
people have tried to make a better
life for themselves. But such activ

ity in the 1980s is called greed.
Why is that?
If the media would have told the
truth about what really happened in
the '80s, theirally Bill Clinton would
not have been elected. Even
Clinton's aides said repeatedly that
redefining the '80s was central in
the campaign.
The recession — which we have
been recovering from for months
now, something that wasn't revealed
until after Nov. 5 - was attributed
to the policies of Reagan and Bush.
Well, they have it half right at least.
The fact is George Bush abandoned
certain principles when he went
along with the Democratic Party's
budget deal and snapped his read-

my-lips pledge.
Ready for another shocking but
true fact? The Reagan years repre
sent the biggest peacetimeeconomic
boom in the history of the United
States. Yes, friends, you have been
lied to. Productivity skyrocketed,
interest rates dropped, inflation
wasn't a problem, and real income
soared — for all income groups.
• Fortunately it is not too late to
counter the media's deception.
While they have taken up the same
sword carroed by both Winston and
Goebbels, they have yet to succeed
in suppressing all information, hard
as though they've tried.
PART TWO: Countering
media lies with facts.

Use the evaluations for students
Students should have access to useful information on professors
Given the cost of taking classes
at this university, the time has come
for a system that would allow stu
dents to be aware of what kind of been disappointed.
A file located in the library or some
class they are getting into before
other convenient place would be avail
they register.
The suggestion to the adminis able for students to check out and
tration is a simple one. Students review the evaluations. Some of the
should be able to read teacherevalu evaluations that were clearly not taken
ations from students who have seriously could be easily weeded out
taken the class and the professor in and not included in the folder.
The justification for such a pro
years past.
While this suggestion may not posal easily outweighs any of the con
sound particularly appealing to cerns teachers may have. First of all,
teachers, it sounds very attractive given the incredible cost per class that
to any student who has taken a USD students (and their parents) are
class without any prior knowledge forced to pay, it makes sense for stu
of the instructor teaching it and dents to know what they can expect

VISTA Editorial

Harvard University has had
from a class. Not all students are
evaluations
open to the student
afforded the luxury of knowing some
one who has had a particular teacher body for several years. While the
in the past. These students, particu official and student government
larly those in the lower-division evaluations don't always agree,
classes, should not be discriminated students are free to read evalua
against merely because they have not tions and make informed deci
be at the University as long as some sions. The system employs the
one else. Secondly, students might basic economic principle of sup
take the teacher evaluations seriously ply and demand. Good professors
for a change. If students knew that have full classes; poor professors
their evaluations were to be read by face empty chairs. An informed
students as well as administration student is the best student. Cur- [
and faculty committees, students rently, students here gain this in
would be much more inclined to treat formation from others.
Come on, administration, let us I
the evaluations as a way to help a
fellow comrade then to help a teacher put the students first and help all |
USD to get a better education.
get tenure or a raise.
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to the Editor
Speaking of Clinton

7WE SHARED $ACR1RC£

Against the high tide

O

ur generation is in a vul
nerable position. We are
the bridge between the
bizarre, Bohemian 1960s and the
kids growing up in today's world
with a great deal more problems
and a great deal less ignorance than
when we were young.
As the generation that fought the
Second World War fades, the Baby
Boomers are ascending into power.
They did not go through a Great
Depression or a world war. In many
ways they grew upin a near-perfect
society. The United States pros
pered like never before. They had
strong leaders forged in thecrucible
of crisis like Harry Truman and
Dwight Eisenhower. The leaders
had experience and confidence in
America. Their world was almost
too perfect. The aid of the decade
saw the spread of drugs, promiscu
ity and senseless violence that ad
vocated revolution against "the es
tablishment" It was,despite all the
preaching on groups and peace, a
selfish era. Aside from passing
civil rights laws, personal pleasure
came before responsibility.
The results have been deadly. The
drug problem has exploded and
wreaked havoc. The popular "free
love" morality has led to a society
racked by disease, irresponsibility

Michael
Ward

and an erosion of thefamily. Though
"family" may sound quaint and too
idealistic, the family has been in
strumental in promoting social wel
fare. While there are other factors,
the decline of the family has been
mirrored by increasing crime, so
cial unrest and growing inhumanity
towards others. I believe thinking
liberals and conservatives can agree
that our society is in troubleand that
the family is indeed a worthy, if not
always possible, goal.
At the same time, I look at my
brothers and sisters and notice a big
difference. They have some advan
tages I didn't, like computers and
multimedia classrooms. They also
have enormous disadvantages.
They aren't as innocent as I was.
They are warned of gangs, drugs,
kidnappings and things I wasn't
aware of at their age. Theirlivesare
far more complex. While I grew up
with bodes and soccer balls, they
grow up with talking toys and video
games that deny creativity and
imagination. In a Devil's bargain,
they have been given these marvels

in exchange for the loss of their
childhood.
Our generation falls somewhere
in the middle. We caught the end of
the World War II era with the opti
mism of Ronald Reagan and are
now victimized by the chasm that
has followed. We are plagued by
the after effects of the 1960s while
benefitting from the wonders of
technology. We are in the riptide of
a massive shift in society.
As we are buffeted by theseforces,
we must prepare for the future.
There is a definite lack of leader
ship on levels of leadership in
American governmentranging from
San Diego to Sacramento to, and
most definitely,Washington. Fore
sight is clearly absent (visible in
things ranging from the lack of a
San Diego transit plan to the disas
ter that is the federal government).
It's time to start pressing the Baby
Boomers to act responsibly. We are
the recipients of whatever they do,
good or bad. We must be vigilant
and demand some accountability.
Of course, that is not always easy or
even fun. It involves actually pay
ing attention to events and partici
pating. We must be a bridge to span
the currents of troubled waters. It is
not the simplest job, but it may be
the most important.

San Diego's crime time

W

ith crime escalating to
an all time high I would
think that the San Di
ego Police Department would be
quick and strict in enforcing the
law. Unfortunately this is not true.
In my three years in San Diego, I
have been the victim of twocrimes,
both of which resulted in unsatis
factory police contacts.
The first crime was a "San Diego
Classic," my car was broken into.
My humble 1982 Toyota Supra was
stripped of its stereo and an equal
izer. The locks on the doors were
completely missing, the ignition
destroyed and the console broken.
I called the police at 7:00 a.m.,
and had to wait over eight hours for
an officer to show up and take my
report I missed a day of work and
stood in the street (where the thief
had left my car) directing traffic.
Upon talking to the police I was
informed that there was no point in
digging up serial numbers to my
stereo because there was no chance

Jeanine
de Gagne
that it would be located. Encourag
ing words from a law officer.
O.K, my stereo was goneand the
police were anything but helpful.
Unfortunately, my next meeting
with crime was far more serious.
Just last month, I was assaulted
by a man in Pacific Beach. Again,
the police came, but did not act.
I had been at Denny's for a late
night snack on a Saturday night. I
was at a crosswalk when I heard a
man next to me shout something at
my friend who had crossed the street
Impulsively I turned to him and
said "Excuse me but what did you
say?" He responded, "I said that
your friend is a c t, and so are
you." My reaction was to slap him,
and I did. I had done nothing to

provoke this abuse and was furious.
Before I knew it I had been
kicked in the leg and I had fallen
onto the street. I looked up in time
to receive another blow to the ribs.
Fortunately for me, a security
guard at Denny's witnessed the
scene and handcuffed the man be
fore he could do anymore damage.
The police were called and he was
arrested for public intoxication.
The next day I called the police
station to file a report with the in
tentions of pressing charges. I was
later called by a detective who told
me that it would take too much time
and effort to identify the man who
attacked me. She also told me it
wasn't worth the effort since I only
had some large swollen bruises.
I couldn'tdoathing. It was not
serious enough for consideration.
What does it take? Rape? Murder?
Crime would drop if it was con
trolled at its earliest stages. The
police must pay attention to all
crimes, before it's too late.

In response to Mario Lopez's
article, "Bill Clinton: just say no"
(Feb. 18), I have to ask, what does
a narrow-minded intolerance for
people of different beliefs (and
those who respect the American
rights of others to beleive
differently, i.e. Bill Clinton) have
to do with USD's commitment to
"witness to and probe the Chris
tian message as proclaimed by the
Catholic Church?"
If Mario must stoop to petty
political bickering, he should at
least have the grace not to blame
his sanctimony on religion.
RAE GASTON
Senior
Nice to see Mario Lopez is
writing his humor column again.
His suggestion that Bill Clinton
speaking to Catholic USD is
equivalent to Andrew Dice Clay
speaking to a women's conven
tion demonstrates a laughable
analysis of politics. Lopez
accuses Clinton of being "antiCatholic." During the past
months, Bill Clinton has demon
strated fairness and integrity,
certainly not "anti-Catholic"
sentiments. But perhaps Lopez
was referring to the knee-jerk
Catholicism that some people

practice.
We attend a school on The Hill,
a school where students enjoy a
lifestyle far removed from the
hardships many people face. We
should be honored that Clinton, a
man who speaks his mind and
heart, may appear here. Some
people might wake up.
JOHN NARDIZZI

In response to Mario Lopez's
article, I would like to remind Mr.
Lopez that the Catholic Church is
also against premarital sex and
birth control.
With this in mind, I would be
curious to know if you, Mr.
Lopez, are also suggesting that
USD select a commencement
speaker whose views and actions
are not "anti-Catholic" in this
respect. Since you stated that
President Clinton, Mr. Bill
Clinton as you called him, is
essentially in contrast to the
purpose of our Catholic institution
because of his views, I also
wonder if you would consider
USD irresponsible to give
diplomas to students who likewise
conduct such "vehemently antiCatholic" practices.
ALETHEAROWE
Senior

OPINION'BLIPS & BITES-'.'1

"I had hoped to invest in your future by creating jobs, expanding
education, reforming health care and reducing the debt without
asking more of you ... but I can't." — Bill Clinton.
"What would you do if you're daughter were raped by a black?"
— Liberal Congresswoman Nancy Polossi to Conservative Bob
Dornan. And the conservatives are the ones who are suppossed
to be racists?
Bill Clinton is asking for private donations to solve a pressing
national problem — he wants a $30,000 jogging track for the
White House.
"Since marriageconstitutes slavery for women, it is clear that the
women's movement must concentrate on attacking marriage.
Freedom for women cannot be without the abolition of mar
riage." --Sheila Cronen, noted feminist leader
A1 Gore recently visited a home in Tampa. When 3-year-old
Ariel Danley was asked who Gore's boss was, she quickly
replied, "Hillary."
USA Today ran an article entitled "Quay le's figures were right on
the money." It seems Quayle's attacks on Clinton tax plans
during the debate were, if anything, generous and indeed proven
correct.
"As Ronald Reagan said, [the Soviet Union] was indeed an evil
empire and we are glad that it is gone from the earth" (emphasis
added). - Andrei Kozyrev, Yeltsin's foreign minister, in an
interview with Sam Donaldson. Sam sat there, of course,
speechless.
"Is she single?" - An unidentified young boy, asking Bill Clinton
about his daughter, Chelsea.
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Time to plunge again
Jaime Pensabene
Special to the VISTA

The Newcomers group enjoys a Saturday afternoon together in the sun.

Welcome to America
I USD welcomes new citizens to the USA

Fiona Mills
Assistant Social Issues Editor

Ho-hum. Another lazy Saturday morning.
Most USD students stay home and watch
cartoons or skip the morning altogether in
hopes of avoiding a hangover. But a select
few number of individuals spend their Satur
day mornings with friendly, energetic junior
high students from Montgomery Junior High
School who are still adjusting to the chal

lenges of the American lifestyle.
Since 1990, the USD Newcomers pro
gram has helped Montgomery Junior High
students improve their English-speaking
skills. The Newcomers program matches
USD students with junior high students in the
English as a Second Language (ESL) pro
gram at Montgomery.
These Montgomery students have recently

see AMERICA on page 7

On Saturday, March 6, this semester's first
Binational Urban Plunge will take place.
Approximately 45
students from USD
and the Universidad
Iberoamericana in
Tijuana will come
together for handson experience in five
differentcommunity
service projects.
This project is not
about sharing a com
mon border, speak
ing different lan
guages or having
separate educational
systems. It is about
young adults connecting with one another by
breaking barriers and recognizing that their
countries have similar social problems.
A brief orientation about each service
project is delivered in both English and Span
ish by team coordinators before students are

to choose which project they want to partici
pate in for the morning activities.
At press time, projects were still being
confirmed. Projects in the past have included
Casa de San Juan, Care with Dignity, Neal
Good Day Center, Newcomers Project and
the Family Learning
Center.
Each small group
has a leader from
USD to explain the
activities the partici
pants will engage in.
After the briefing,
team leaders take
their group to the
|chosen agency.
| Casa de San Juan,
g a Catholic charity,
|provides shelter for
1 undocumented
women and children.
Most of the residents arefrom Latin America,
without papers, waiting to testify or seeking
political asylum. Residents here take classes
during the week. The U.S. Marshal funds
this project

see PLUNGE on page 7

Children are the root of all evil, NOT It is never too late.
I The Linda Vista Kids Project is dedicated to the service of children

standing of their responsibilities and
benefits.
Special to the VISTA
But this program is not just an
Approximately 27 million people academic education, but an educa
in theUnited States are functionally tion in life. Not to mention fun. The
illiterate. What is even moreshock program centersaround the teacher,
ing is that most of these people are the employees and volunteers. This
in the workforce. It is only now that program utilizes USD students as
these people are beginning to volunteers to help with teaching.
emerge because of the rapid ad
Each of the five classes offered
vances of technology and the orga utilizes 4-5 USD students. These
nizational changes in the workplace. volunteers assist the teacher in work
Many businesses and companies, ing with the employees. Through
including USD, have set up pro the classes the employees are made
grams to combat this growing prob to feel more comfortable and confi
lem. At USD, the Workplace Lit dent.
eracy program was created to give
Volunteers work with the em
USD employees an opportunity to ployees in classes held during school
enhance their personal skills.
hours. The employees' needs vary.
Some speak English quite well and
chose to work on skills such as
filling out loan or job applications.
Others prefer to develop their ac
tual speaking skills.
The employees are extremely
diverse in their backgrounds and
come from all over the world. Thus,
not only do the employees learn,
but the teacher and volunteers as
well. It isa rare treat for a teacher to
have a class that is eager to be there
and to participate.
It is the employees that make the
This program was originally cre
program
worthwhile, because they
ated to improve the English-speak
bring
a
sense
of patience and humor
ing skills of the employees. Cur
to
the
class.
The experience is re
rently this program not only in
warding
for
all
involved. USD vol
cludes learning English but learn
unteers
can
receive
academic credit
ing theself-confidence toeffectively
for
participation
in
this
program. If
use the language as well.
you
have
any
questions
about the
Not only do the employees ben
program or how to volunteer please
efit, but USD does as well. As a
contact
Kjirsten Aftreth or Melissa
result, employees become better
at 260-4798 or Shawna
Horton
educated and have a clearer under
Stewart at x4594.

Kjirsten Aftreth

Debbie Homan
Special to the VISTA

In the Spring of 1991 President
Hughes initiated a project that would
try to remedy the problems of in
creased vandalism in the Linda Vista
Community. This projectwas called
the Linda Vista Kids Project
The project was created because
an estimated 60 percent of vandal
ism in Linda Vista is committed by
youth underage10. Those involved
in such activities are usually unsu
pervised and bored. Often they

60% of vandaiism in Linda
Vista is com
mitted by
youth under 10
years of age.
come from families in which both
parents work. Thus, they are left to
their own devicesconcerning afterschool activites. Many of them are
prone to joining gangs.
The services provided for the kids
are numerous. The programs range
from tutoring in the library to recre
ational activities. These projects
take place at the Linda Vista Li
brary, Linda Vista Elementary Girl
Scout Leader, Carson Elementary,

The Workplace
Literacy Program
was created to
give USD employees an opportu
nity to enhance
their personal
skills.

A playful child vents some energy in an after-school program.
Montgomery Jr. High and theLinda
Vista Boys and Girls Club.
Volunteers from the USD com
munity find that the time spent with

the kids is fun as well as important.
These kids have experienced great

see KIDS on page 7
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|KIDS
continued from page 6
hardships and violence in their families. As
their parents are often working, these kids
may lack role models. Thus, the USD volun
teers are often looked up to by the Linda Vista
youths.
The program is designed to occupy the
kids from the time they get out of school until
their parents return from work. The kids
immensely enjoy these fun and constructive
activities and often form strong bonds with
the USD volunteers.
The Linda Vista Library provides opportu
nity for the kids to come and get help with
their homework after school. This project is
on Monday thru Wednesday from 3 to 5 p.m.
The Linda Vista Kids Project is always
looking for more volunteers. If you are
interested in helping with this project please
come by the Community Service office lo
cated downstairs in the UC. Transportation is
provided to and from each project.

Four young girls take valuable time away from their intense game of four-square to pose for the camera.

• AMERICA

• PLUNGE

continued from page 6

continued from page 6

Care with Dignity is a Senior Citizens'
immigrated to the United States from places
such as Mexico, South America and Asia. Outreach Center. In the past, the students
The tutors concentrate cm improving their from Tijuana have considered this agency
challenging because many of the residents
literacy skills
The tutoring takes place cm Saturdays from are checked into the center and never visited
10 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the USD Community again by their relatives.
Service Center. The tutors spend the first 90
minutes working one-on-one with one or two
learners. Next, the participants enjoy a snack.
The day concludes with a group activity such
as a soccer game or a movie.
Although the program centers on learning,
the tutors also act as mentors to the learners.
Consequently, a strong bond is formed be
tween the participants. After seeing the smile
on a young learner's face, you will never
Generally speaking, the Hispanic culture
want to waste another Saturday morning
does not make a practice out of placing elders
watching cartoons.

One of the big sur
prises for the Tijuana
students is that USD
students participate in
the Binational of their
own free will

I

in such places. It is considered an honored
blessing to have older family members in the
home.
The Neal Good Day Center provides the
homeless with a place to wash their clothes
and themselves as well as entertainment and
a mailing address. The program also helps
the homeless search for jobs and encourages
them to work with each other in order to
maintain a sense of unity.
Newcomers and Family Learning Center
are programs in the Literacy Corps here at
USD.
Upon returning from their respective
projects, the volunteers from both universi
ties regroup and have a chance to mingle
among themselves. Such interaction enables
the individuals to realize that there are in
effect many similarities among the two cul
tures.

VISTA
invites you to explore the
possibilities of going to the
MEXICAN RIVIERA, with a guest,
aboard the Enchanted Isle. For
only $2, this can be your ticket to a
fun and exciting Spring Break!
Join NOW!! Send your money and
the raffle stub to the VISTA by
Friday, March 5 (no exceptions).
Drawing will be held on Monday,
March 8 at 6pm. The lucky
winner of this cruise will be pub
l i s h e d i n t h e M a r c h 11 i s s u e . D o n f t
miss out on this great
opportunity!
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The volunteers use this time to discuss
their various experiences and address any
questions they may have about the programs
that are available in their respective universi
ties.
One of the big suprises for the Tijuana
students is that USD students participate in
the Binational Plunge of their own free will.
In Mexico, college students are required to
put in 520 hours of volunteer service as
upperclassmen in order to graduate.
There will be an informational meeting on
Wednesday, March 3 at 6:30 p.m. in the
Community Service Center. Spanish-speak
ing experience is not necessary for this project
However, this is a great opportunity to prac
tice Spanish for those who speak the lan
guage. For more information, please contact
the AS Community Service Center at 2604798.

Please refer to the back page of the VISTA for further info.
* This trip is a raffle and therefore will not be subjected to the
$399 price of the cruise. This promotion, by no means, discour
ages anyone from purchasing the cruise advertised in the paper.
VISTA'S OFICIAL RAFFLE STUB FOR THE ENCHANTED ISLE
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For Your Info

If you don't like shopping, try this

Oxford Study:
Interested students are invited
to hear Paul Saville from St
Clare's College, Oxford on
Monday, March 1 in UC Fo
rum A at 12:15 p.m. If you
would like further informa
tion contact Dr. Muller in Serra
227.

Fencing: Anyone interested
in forming a fencing team at
USD please call Rob at x2903.
In celebration of black history
month, students from UCSD
School of Medicine, the Afri
can-American Student Union
at UCSD, Empowered Black
Students United in Science at
UCSD, SDSU and USD will
be shaking it to the sounds of
DJ L.P. on Friday, Feb. 26,
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.,atUCSD
School of Medicine, Winzer
Commons Basic Sciences
Building on Gilman Drive (La
Jolla). Three dollar donation
at the door.
USD Alumni Weekend - Fun
intheSuninLasVegas. Pack
age includes two night accommodations at RioSuites Hotel
& Casino (max. 4 people):
Friday Night Comedy stop at
the Tropicana Hotel at 11 p.m.
(incl. 2 drinks), Saturday Tan
Time Volleyball at Rio Hotel
at 11 a.m. and Join The Fes
tivities! Jousting Dinner &
Show at Excalibur Hotel at
8:00 p.m. (incl. dinner, nonhosted bar) and Sunday Fare
well Brunch at Antino's RestaurantRio Hotel, at 10:30 a.m.
Single $333, Double $200,
Triple $155, Quad $133. If
you have any questions con
tact Mary Jane KaplanMarusich at (702) 256-6539
evenings only or Braulio
Castillo at (702) 733-2711.

Club Date
The Upstage Players, USD's
undergraduate theater club,
has changed its name to Ac
tors Anonymous (a.k.a. Act
Anon). For the past three
years, the group's many ac
tors, along with adviser Dr.
Marilyn Bennett, have tried to
provide accessible opportuni
ties in theater for the entire
campus. Actors Anonymous
is also a great opportunity for
social events, such as theater
going, and acting workshops
(including stage combat, stage
fight and auditioning). If you
want to do more than just act
ing, there are opportunities to
work with lights, sound, stage
managing and producing. Ac
tors Anonymous meets every
Thursday at 11:30 a.m. in
Loma 209.

I Mail Order: The
new age of shopping
with plenty of prod
ucts to choose from.
P.D. Feorth
VISTA Staff Writer

T

he new vogue of shopping
isn't the casual stroll
through a shopping mall
overpopulated by young adults look
ing for something they really don't
need but feel they must have to
impress the opposite sex. The way
to shop today is by phone. Sears has
been doing it for some time;
Nordstrom offers the expensive
Christmas catalogue, the Sharper
Image has the new high-tech gad

gets and then there's Hammacher
Schlemmer. If you havesome extra
money, think about buying some of
these must-haves featured in the
new Hammacher Schlemmer cata
logue.
The best electronic Walnut Pants
Presser is a walnut wood veneer
edition of the top-rated electronic
pants presser from the renowned
John Corby Ltd. of Windsor, En
gland. It uses an electronic micro
chip timing mechanism, so it is more
reliable and operates silently, with
out the annoying ticking of me
chanical timers. Yours at the bar
gain price of $329.95.
William Tell mechanical bank is
a rare and authentic cast-iron bank
in mint condition that is a coveted
treasure for the serious collector as

well as any fan of Americana of the
Civil War era. Recreating the whim
sical tale of William Tell, it shows
him aiming his rifle at the famous
apple perched above the boy's head.
When the coin is placed on the
barrel of the rifle and William Tell's
right foot is pressed, the rifle shoots
the coin and knocks the apple from
the boy's head. As the coin enters
the castle, it strikes a gong located
inside. Each hand-painted bank
bears the patent date of June 23,
18% and hasacertificateof authen
ticity. Own one for only $3,000
plus shipping and handling.
Buy the original heated towel
stand, recommended by the
Hammacher Schlemmer Institute
for its high quality craftsmanship
and functionality. When plugged

Press releases released

Faces

Affordable travel through Europe — It's
Possible.

In The

F

>r college students planning to travel
through Europe this summer, or for
those not planning to because they think
it's too expensive, the next issue of $tudent
Travels magazine is not tobe missed. This free
publication of the Council on International
Educational Exchange will provide an abun
dance of tips on making a summer adventure
through Europe affordable, such as:
— When traveling by train through Europe,
travel at night and save the cost of a night's
lodging.
— When traveling by car, find additional rid
ers to share the cost through rideshare informa
tion services, such as France's Allostop.
— Check into youth hostels, and you'll not
only sleep cheap (approximately $8 to $15 a
night), but you'll also meet other students from
around the world.
— Stand while you eat, in a German Inbiss or
Italian rosticceria, and you'll probably pay
only half-price.
— Take advantage of the reduce airfares and
discounts at museums, theaters, and other sights
offered to holders of the International Student
Identity Card.

Crowd
By Jeremy Watson

More information on these tips, along with
lots of other advice for the budget traveler can
be found in the Spring/Summer issue of Stu
dent Travels which is available now.
In addition to budget travel information,
this issue also provides information on work
ing, studying and volunteeringoverseas; first
hand accounts of students' adventures over
seas; a calendar of events with activities tak
ing place across the globe and all the basic
facts students need to know to plan a trip
abroad.
To obtain a free copy of Student Travels,
published biannually in the spring and fall,
contact CIEE, Dept. ISS-135,205 East 42nd
Street, New York, NY 10017, (212) 6611414 ext. 1108. Copies can also be obtained
from theCouncilTravel,CIEE' s budget travel
division, which has offices at over 40 loca
tions in the United States.
The Council on International Education

into a householdoutlet, it circulates
oil (heated to 180 degrees Fahren
heit) through an enclosed element,
to keep towels warm, air-damp robes
or to help dry bathing suits. Com
parison tests showed that it heats up
to 40 percent faster and heats more
evenly than the commonly avail
able model. Floor model price,
$139.95.
Best finger blood pressure moni
tor earned a best rating for accu
racy, ease and compact size. It uses
an infraredphotoelectric system and
was shown to be the most accurate
finger model tested when compared
to blood pressure readings on a
doctor's professional unit. Its cuff
slips over the left index finger, in
flating to the correct pressure nec
essary for a proper reading, then
deflating once the measurement has
been determined. Blood pressure
and pulse rates are displayed on the
unit's LCD screen. Uses two AAA
batteries which are included. All
for only $179.95.
Portable Environmental Sound
machine helps you relax and fall
asleep at home or away by produc
ing simulated sounds. Its solid state
circuitry offers soothing "white
noise" sounds—from "Rainfall" to
"Waterfall". Only $119.95.
If you would like a copy of the
catalogue, call toll- free, 24 hours a
day 1-800-543-3366 for the
Hammacher Schlemmer Company.
Have your credit card ready. Of
course this is not the only mail
order company around. Depending
on your product tastes, there is a
wealth of people willing to do busi
ness over the phone.

Exchange, established in 1947, is a worldwide
nonprofit organization dedicated to develop
ing and supporting international educational
exchange as a means to build understanding
and peacefulcooperation among nations. With
a membership of over 2000 educational insti
tutions, it administers studywork, voluntary
service and travel programs in 33 countries on
six continents.

I, ID and Ego
or I met Sigmund Freud
Personally, I am against the salutatory hug - or
hugging in general - but there is a problem on
campus. People just seem to be lost in their
little world, with very little relevance of their
surroundings or better yet the people near
them. Some don't like toacknowledge people
they have met (or even in the same class), and
instead avoid them. There should be a day
when we all drop those inhibitions and just go
around hugging anyone whom we may have
the slightest memory of. Maybe do it on a
Tuesday or a Wednesday in March. Of course,
I won't be in involved.
In case you were wondering, I really didn't
meet Mr. Freud, and I occasionally read the
Wizard of Id. I have no idea where the ego part
comes in, it just sounded good.
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Monsters and the things THEY say
I sit on the window sill of my dorm room reading a book by
Nabokov (yes, the dude in the Police song) while the night rain
covers the world separated from me by glass. I have come to that
awkward point in a book where I can no longer fold it to the left
or to the right, for there are an equal number of pages on each
side. I don't want to hold the book with both hands; that would
be uncomfortable. Overwhelmed by this dilemma, I decide to
go to sleep.
I only have a mattress on the floor, not a full bed. This is not
because I have back problems or because sleeping on the floor
is a cool college thing to do. I do it so there is one less place for
monsters to hide. When monsters are around, I can never relax,
let alone fall asleep.
I check the closet No monsters. I cautiously look behind the
dresser. No monsters. I put on a George Winston CD just to be
safe. (No monster has ever attacked a person while she or he was
listening to George Winston. It is an emperical fact.)
Late at night is what the monsters are most likely to visit me.
They are my fears, insecurities and doubts. They usually enter
my mind when I am tired, when I don't have the strength to stop
the walls of the world from falling on me. I am not sure where
the monsters come from, but I dread them more than Tabasco
sauce on a canker sore.
I heat some ginseng tea, drink it, turn off the lights and get
under my blankets.The light from astreet lamp comes in through
the window and turns the ceiling into a kaleidoscope of shapes.
My eyes slowly close and I enter the inner world.
I am standing in a forest of giant sunflowers as tall as palm
trees. I walk forward and see a door. Than is no building
attached to it, just a door standing erect I turn theknob and otter.
I am in a large oak ballroom filled with people dancing and
socializing. There is a marvelouschandelier and a band playson
the far side of the room.
I am staring at this odd mix of individuals when a guy in a
baseball uniform walks up to me.
"You look kind of lost" he says.
"I feel kind of lost," I say. "Where exactly am I?"
"You are at the Unknown Ball," he says.
"The Unknown Ball?" I question.
"Yes," he says. "These are all the people that everyone talks
about and has heard of, but has never actually met."
"Who are you?" I ask.
"I am The-Player-to-be-Named-Later,"he says proudly. "I've
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By JeffFluharty

been traded more times than any other baseball player in the
history of the game, and yet I don't even have a name."
"That's ridiculous," I say. "You have to have a name."
"No, my parents were really indecisive. Look at them over
there." He point to an older woman and man over in the corner.
They are both shouting out names.
"Isak!" says the man enthusiastically. "No, that's no good."
"Eugene," says the woman. They both shake their heads.
"Huskin?" He says hopefully. "No, no that won't work either."
I look at The-Player-to-be-Named-Later and say,"I am sorry."
"Thanks." He says, "But it's not a problem. I'm used to it"
I notice a middle-age, conservatively dressed woman and man
walking across the floor. There is an adolescent boy, a little girl
and a small human torso following them.
"Who are they?" I ask.
"Oh, that's the Average-American-Family," he says.
"With two point five children," I say in a mystified voice. My
head is spinning. Everyone looks so ordinary and plain. I feel as
if I have walked into a Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream Parlor and the
only flavor available is generic vanilla, and gallons of it
The band begins to play "When the Saints Go Marching In."
"Who's this band, they sound familiar?" I ask.
"The Traditional," says my new friend. "Later in the evening,
Ms. Ann Ominous is going to recite some poetry. She is really
good; you should stick around."
I look behind us and see a guy wearing jeans, a white undershirt
and a beer belly. He sits in a sofa chair, watching a football game
on a television set located a few feet in front of his hairy toes. On
the floor rests five Budwisers still attached with the clear plastic
rings. One of his hand holds the remote, while his other raises the
missing beer to his scruffy face to take a drink.
"That's Joe Six-Pack," says The-Player-to-be-Named-Later.
"He's the slacker of the group. He's unmotivated, lives in
mediocrity and thinks of nothing but himself. I don't think he's a
bad guy; he'sjustso average, andldon'tbelievehe'svery happy."
On the dance floor, a young couple moves in a very socially

acceptable, safe kind of way. My friend gestures for them to
come over to us.
"Flu," he says, (It's my dream; he'd know my name, so get off
my case!) "I'd like you to meet my good friends Jon and Jane
Doe.
"I think I need a drink," I say.
"There are refreshments in the next room,"says Jane politely.
"Thanks," I say as I quickly walk towards one of several doors
she pointed to. I am thinking about what it means to have no
name, to have no identity, when I bump into a man in a military
uniform.
"Sorry," I say as I pick up his hat. I pause and stare at him.
"You must be the Unknown Soldier."
"Yes I am," he says as he solemnly walks off.
I enter into the next room and find myself standing before a
panel of twelve people who ominously sit on a raised stand. The
room is dark and the people wear flowing black gowns and
masks.
"Who are you?" The panel says in unison.
"I am Flu," I say. "Who are you?"
"We are THEY," says the panel.
"What do you mean you are THEY?" I ask, feeling as if I am
wandering through Lewis Carroll's mind.
"We are the ones that set all standards,"says THEY. "We are
the norm, and everyonestays within our boundaries. Let us give
you some advice."
"I'm not sure I want your advice." I say cautiously.
"You have no choice!" THEY say firmly.
My body is weak. I want to run, but I am afraid.
"Conform and don't be yourself," THEY say. "Do what
others want you to do," THEY say. "Different is bad," THEY
say. "Don't question," THEY say.
"No!" I scream. "I can't take it any more!" I motion towards
the door. It slams in front of me. I see a ventilation duct in the
wall. I dart to it.
"You must obey!" THEY yell as I leap into the duct. I fall
through the darkness, surrounded by nothing but the echo of my
screams.
Suddenly, I am on my mattress, sweat drippingdown my face.
It is morning and I am awake. I rub my face, push myself to my
feet and begin to walk towards the bathroom. The closet door is
slightly open. I cautiously look in. "No monsters," I say in a
relieved voice. "THEY are gone for now."

CG's Diner Presents....
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Final week of regular
season WCC action
Ryan Garcia
Staff Writer

You'll never get by: USD hopes to contain San Francisco
and St. Mary's this week in the final regular sesaon games.

Control is a key part of basketball, and the
USD men's team has had a lot of control during
this season. Sometimes, control can be lost in an
instant, making the difference between defeat
and victory.
Last week the Toreros tried to control the
Gonzaga University Bulldogs and the Univer
sity of Portland Pilots.
On Thursday night, USD lost control and was
upset by Gonzaga 69-63. But on Saturday, the
Toreros recovered and downed the Pilots 82-71.
Against the Bulldogs, USD battled back from
a seven-point deficit in the first half and had a
31-29 advantage at the break. The game re
mained close and intense for the first ten min
utes of the second half until Gonzaga began to
pull away.
The Toreros could not hang on as the Bull
dogs' poured on their attack. Gonzaga denied
any hopes of a USD comeback, hitting seven of
nine clutch free-throws in the final minute.
USD's starting guards Joe Temple and Doug
Harrisledallscorerswith 17pointseach. Temple
was a perfect three-for-three from three-point
land and Harris added five assists. Brooks
Barnhard tossed in 13 points and grabbed nine
rebounds for the Toreros.
With memories of the one-point upset by the

USD sinks Gonzaga and Portland
• Women's Basketball:
Toreros try to grab first place in
the last week of WCC action.

With only four of the eight teams making the WCC
tournament, USD put itself in good position to be one of those
teams by winning both of its games last week.
USD defeated Gonzaga University in the first of these
games, 87-62. The Toreros took the suspense out of the game
by taking a commanding 45-19 lead at halftime. They shot
Tim Tischer
57.9 percent from the floor in the half, and 56.1 percent
Assisstant Editor
overall. Teams rarely lose when they shoot that well. "I
thought we played really well and wasespecially pleased with
The women's basketball team looks to improve its position the way we shot against Gonzaga," Marpe said.
Forward Vicki DeJesus led all scorers with 15 points.
of second place in the West Coast Conference this week in
games against the University of San Francisco and Saint Forward Jill Shaver chipped in with 14 points. Guard Serena
Mary's College. USD travels to the San Francisco Bay area Eiermann made three three-point shots, while center Chris
on Friday to play USF before facing Saint Mary's on Saturday Enger added 10 points and 10 rebounds.
The Toreros made their last home game an entertaining
evening.
one. They took apart last place
USF won both contests
between the teams last year,
~~" ———————- Portland 71-52 on Saturday
evening. Enger, playing in her last
butUSDwon theironly meet
home game, tallied 11 points, help
ing this season, 66-49, in San
ing lead the Toreros to a 36-23 lead
Diego. USF has a record of
at intermission.
13-10 (5-6 WCC). USD split
Forward Michele Brovelli
its two meetings with Saint
scored a career-high 13 points,
Mary's last year, while USD
while Angie Straub, another se
took their first meeting this
nior playing her last home game,
season, 70-57, also at USD.
added 11 points, six rebounds and
Saint Mary's record stands at
assists. Shaver contributed
11-12 (5-6 WCC).
~ Kathy Marpe four
with nine points and 10 rebounds
USD Head Coach Kathy
Marpe will not let her team
as USD was never challenged.
get overconfident. "Both
USD has an opportunity to go
teams will be hungry and waiting for us because of how we far this season, and two more wins would be a great momen
dominated them down here," Marpe said.
tum-builder heading into the WCC tournament

"Both teams will be
hungry and waiting
because of how we
dominated them
down here-"

Pilots earlier in the season, the Toreros had
something to prove to Portland on Saturday
night.
USD could do no wrong on the evening as
Portland was stunned by the aggressive play
of the Toreros. The Pilots jumped out to an
early five-point lead in the first four minutes of
the game, but would not have it for the rest of
the game.
At 15:15, Gylan Dottin stole the ball away
and six seconds later, Neal Meyer hit a threepoint shot that tied the game. From that point
USD would have the advantage for the re
mainder of the game.
USD's shooting was definitely on for the
game as the team shot 54 percent from the
field, 52 percent from three-point land and 50
percent from the free-throw line.
Five Toreros scored in double figures on
the evening with Harris leading the group with
19 points and eight assists.
Temple added 14 points and six rebounds,
Barnhard chipped in 13 points and Dottin and
Meyer each contributed ten points.
With the victory, USD improved to 11-12
overall and 6-6 in conference action.
The Toreros are on the road this weekend,
facing San Francisco on Friday and St. Mary's
on Saturday. Next Tuesday, USD will return
for a final home game against Cal State
Northridge.

Short Hops
Women's Tennis: After two consecutive rainouts,
the No. 10 Toreros host their bitter cross-town
rivals, the Aztecs from San Diego State. The
match begins at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow at the West
Courts.
Men's Tennis: After taking a week off, the team
will head up to Los Angeles on Friday to chal
lenge No. 1USC. The Toreros are 5-2 overall for
the year, after losing a close 4-2 decision to No. 6
ranked Notre Dame last week in Minnesota.
Women's Softball: Rain has reigned supreme
over the softball fields, as the Toreros await the
beginning of teir season. As it stands now USD
will kick things off at Christ College in Irvine on
Friday and at Whittier College on Saturday. The
team returns home for a contest against Southern
California College.
Men's Baseball: WCC action starts for the
Toreros this weekend as they take on the Univer
sity of San Francisco at Cunningham Stadium.
The Toreros and five other WCC teams will be
trying to knock off the defending national champs,
Pepperdine.
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•SWIMMING

the 100-yard freestyle (55.0).
Sophomore Jennifer Klaas and senior Susan Torrey
continued, from page 1
each sped to two personal bests at the meet as well,
Klaas in the400-yard IM (4:58.29) and 200-yard breaststroke
(2:42.5). Torrey swam well in the 200-yard
Schwieger, Robin Scott, Susan Torrey and Nancy
butterfly
(2:15.51) and the 500-yard freestyle (5:22.7).
Ash combined on a 8:07.93 800-yard freestyle relay
Also
swimming
to personal bests in various other
that was three seconds faster than the old mark.
events
were:
Lindsay
King, Cami Simmons, Tami
Scott, Sheldon, McGlennen and Kirsten Graczyk
Dahl,
Kirsten
Graczyk,
Suki
Fisher, Rhonda Kelly and
sped toa 3:39.05 400-yard freestyle relay, which shaved
C.C
Piatt.
It
was
a
fitting
ending
to the hard-working
a second off the USD record.
seasons
that
all
of
the
women
have
had.
Ash, a freshman, also got into the record breaking
Six
seniors
were
competing
for
the
last time as Susan
frenzy by finishing the 1650-yard freestyle in 18:02.44.
Torrey,
Childs,
Scott,
Rhonda
Kelly,
Debbie Vidosic
She also swam to a personal best 5:15.68 in the 500and
Celina
Fisher will
yard freestyle.
graduate
in
May.
McGlennen, Schwieger,
Ten athletes were hon
Trade Childs and Scott all
ored
for making the Allswam tothree personal bests
Academic
team. They
for the meet
needed a 3.0 GPA and have
McGlennen sped to a
either junior or senior sta
25.1 in the 50-yard freestyle,
tus.
a 1:01 in the 100-yard but
-- Robin Scott
Making the team for USD
terfly and a 54.6 in the 100were Robin Scott, Suki
yard freestyle.
Fisher, Karen Trollope,
Schwieger turned in
strong performances in the 200-yard IM (2:17.3), the Molly McGlennen, Hillary Devine, C.C. Piatt, Kyna
100-yard breaststroke(1:09.62) and the 200-yard breast- Abel, Laurann Zillius, TradeChilds and Debbie Vidosic.
The diving team also turned in strong end of the year
stroke (2:30.45).
Childs finished her collegiate career with great per performances. Debbie Vidosic, Natalie Abraham,Celina
formances in the 400-yard IM (4:51.35), 100-yard Fisher, Jennifer Lee and Kyna Abel all improved on
backstroke (1:03.01) and the 200-yard backstroke their performances from the regular season.
Both teams will take a much deserved break, as will
(2:12.3).
Scott ended her USD career with superb times in the head coach Gary becker who should be proud of his
200-yard IM (2:18.8), 200-yard freestyle (2:01.0) and team and their accomplishments this year.

"There was a lot of
excitment, energy
and great competi
tion."

Take your mark: Molly McGlennen gets set to take off on
one of her three personal bests at the conference meet.

Student Special

Special Champion Offer!

Monday-Friday

ct

4:00p to 8:00p
at

Johnny's Surf Club
Beach Bar and Grille

Q
w

X

H
FREE GIFT

BUY

$4O

OF

CHAMPION

Champion: Authentic athletic apparel that's toughMERCHANDISE AND RECEIVE

w
H
X
w
Q

com fortable—classic. The same top quality garments worn
THIS SPECIAL CHAMPION GIFT

by professional and college teams—available with your school logo.
FREE! (WHILE SUPPLIES LAST.)

Z

Bolt Burger &
12oz. American Beer

$1.99

* Great Food
* Pool Table
* Video Games
* Ping Pong
"Responsible Hospitality Council"
Decal Award Winner

*OR EQUAL CHAMPION VALUE.

In sports, in life and in our clothes, it takes a little more to make a Champion.

USD BOOKSTORE
260-4551
Monday - Thursday
Friday - Saturday

9:00 - 6:00
9:00 - 4:00

718 Ventura Place 488-3449
Across from the Roller CoasterMission Beach
VISA/MC

Must be 21
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Weekly Sports Trivia
Question: What spectator sport attracts the most
people in attendance every year?

February 25,1993

Pizza
Hut
Athletes of the week

hast Week's Question: Who was the lowest seed ever to make
the Final Four of the NCAA basketball tournament?

Last Week's Answer: LSU was a No. 11 seed in 1986.
look for this week's answer next week

Sports Post It
Baseball: After being rained out of two games last week, the
team opens WCC play when it hosts the University of San
Francisco at 2 p.m. on Friday and 11 a.m. on Saturday.
Men's Basketball: USD will try to gain momentum heading
into the upcoming WCC tournament when it plays at USF
tomorrow and at Saint Mary's College on Saturday.
Women's Basketball: The team attempts to improve its posi
tion for a higher seeding in the upcoming WCC tournament when
it plays at USF tomorrow and at Saint Mary's on Saturday.
Women's Tennis: USD faces crosstown-rival SDSU tomor
row on the West Courts at 1:30 p.m.
Softball: The Toreros open their season with a doubleheader
against Southern California College at home on March 9.
Golf: The team will be competing in the CSU Sacramento
Invitational on March 1 and 2.
Men's Tennis: After a week off, the team heads up to LA to face
top-ranked USC on Friday at 1:30 p.m.

Joe Temple

Jennifer Sheldon

Men's Basketball

Swimming

Joe scored 17 points in a tough loss Jennifer broke three individual
to Gonzaga, while scoring 14 points records and two relay records in
in USD's win over Portland.
the final meet of the season.

Honorable Mention
Doug Harris (men's basketball), Vicki DeJesus(women's basketball), Michele
Brovelli (women's basketball), Hilary Devine (swimming), Eric Morton
(baseball), Chris Collins (baseball)

CHICRGO DOG
PURCHRSE RNV
HOT DOG AND
RECEIUE R

I Chicago Dogs
I
I
I
I
UIENNR
I DLL BEEF DOGS

OPEN DHILV
10:30 RM- 10 PM
LIMIT ONE COUPON
PER PERSON
NOT URLIO WITH RNV
OTHER OFFER
EMPIRES 2/4/92

FREE

® 5201 Linda Uista Rd.
San Diego, Ca. 92110
(619)491- 9200

REG. SIZE ORDER
OF REG. FRIES

COUPON
Jennifer J$.
Complete line of girls and ladies suiimivear
-Mix & Match
-Bikini's
-Separates
-Over 30 Brands

SS38 La Jolla Blvd.( Bird Rods area )
#551-1004

UJinter Hours:
Mon-Sat. 10- 5

LoJollo, CO

Parking in Rear
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Grumby takes Defense dominates hockey IM Distinctions
Week of Feb. 15 - 21
Free Laundry

Defense took center stage last week in the
first full week of IM hockey action. Begin
In men's A league volleyball action, the ning with B-league we found all three of the
first match was between Grumby and Free games to be low scoring affairs. The 1st Raf
Laundry. Grumby was only playing with Bad Boys split a pair, beginning with a 3-0
three players, and the gimp was fully recov blanking of Edmonton Castofffs. Mike
ered. Grumby played with an inspiration Tanghe scored twice and Pete Billings re
that Free Laundry could not find and won corded his first shutout of the year. Just 24
the match 15-7,15-9.
hours later the Bad Boys found themselves
The next match was 3 Men and a Baby with a bagel on thescoreboard, dropping a 2against Attractive Nuisance. It was a hard 0 decision to the Delts. Brian Kipers and
fought match all the way. Three Men and a Chris Dishman each scored in the game's
Baby only played with 3 players. It was a final four minutes and Ken Karachi looked
long battle, but 3 Men anda Baby pulled out tough in goal. J.D. Choy's Dark Side de
the win 15-8,9-15,17-15.
buted with a 3-1 victory over Full Metal
The last A league match was between Grotus.
Quick Set and Phi Kappa Theta. Phi Kapps
The A-league is appearing to look more
could not get things woiking. Quick Set and more like the most balanced ever. Lost
walked through the match 15-7,15-3.
and Found sits atop the heap in Division 1,
In B league action, the Delts took on No thanks to a 3-1 win over Little Men/Big
Remorse. No Remorse had their act to Sticks. Darrick Morse and John Sacked
gether whereas the Delts did not No Re scored within a 90-second span to spark L
morse won the match with little problem 15- and F into the lead. Jeff Colling brought the
5,15-11.
Sticks within a goal, but rob Seward iced the
The last men's match was between Sigma victory with a last minute score. Rumney
Pi and Phi Kappa Theta. The Phi Kapps notched there first win of the season, with a
were on their heels the whole time and could surprisingly easy 4-1 victory over Mental
not get anything going. Sigma Pi squashed Distress. Four different players scored for
Mark Huarte while Paul Smigliani got his
them 15-3,15-3.
In women's action, the Sandpipers fell a team's consolation goal. Tim Kenney looked
bit shot on Monday night although they put impressive between the sticks. TheHuuuge
up a good fight and carried it out to three
games. The Turtle Puffs used a powerful
server and a few good kills to win 11-15,151,15-13.
Tuesday proved itself to be an unlucky
night for 5 Pack. Although effort was put
forth, they'll have to try even harder if they
In A league Men's softball action, Long
want to move up the ladder. Showing their Balls shut out Sigma Pi 8-0. MarkDaQuipa
consistency and skill, 3 Beans and a Pod led the way with a triple and a home run.
dominated 5 Pack winning 15-6,15-7.
Oedipus Complex edged Jagermeisters

Maulers pulled off perhaps the biggest sur
prise of this young season, as they thoroughly
took apart the highly touted You'll Bleed.
Stellar defense by David Engel, Thomas
McFeeley and Adam Newton, along with a
pair of breakaway goals by Greg 'The Pick"
Bettinelli spelled victory. Little Men sal
vaged some pride, as they handed You'll
Bleed their second loss of the week, coming
backfroma4-l deficitto prevail 6-4 on a pair
of breakaway goals by Steve Shipley and
Matt Kobal in the games final two minutes.
Division 2 saw a pair of games being
played, none better than the match-up be
tween #1 USD Vikings vs. #3 Hansen's.
After this week's thriller with the defending
champions, Jim Wood's team can finally call
themselves legitimate contenders. Wood's
goal with a minute left in the opening period
held until late in the game, when Art "the
Rocket" Sloan, on loan from the Old Timers
Circuit, connected on a 3 foot blast to up the
lead to two. Karl Bergman ruined the shutout
midway through the final period but Mike
Printy came up hugein goal down the stretch
to preserve the victory and the top spot in the
division. Phi Kappa Theta got into the win
column, handing Sigma Chi its second drub
bing in as many weeks, 7-1. Dan Kilkenny
was the man, recording a goal and five assists.
Brian Halverson knocked in the hat trick for
the Phi Kapps.

Men's Softball is a mudfest

Volleyball goes co-rec
The men's and women's volleyball sea
sons are coming to a close and the time is at
hand to start forming co-rec teams. Co-rec
volleyball teams consist of two men and two
women playing at a time, but teams can have
up to eight players on the roster.
Matches will be played on Wednesday and
Thursday evenings from 5:30 -10 p.m. start
ing on Wed., March 10. As usual, competi
tion will be held in both A (competitive) and
B (recreational) divisions.
Team entries are due Thur., March 4 at the
5:30 p.m. captains' meeting. If you are look
ing to join a team, please attend the free
agents' meeting on Wed., March 3 also at
5:30 p.m.

Bowling entries
due today
The semiannual midnight bowling tour
nament is set for tomorrow evening at Fron
tier Lanes. If you can not figure out the
starting time (hint - look at name of tourna
ment), call the IM office at X4533.
Two men and two women are all it takes to
form a team, but you must turn your entry in
tonight. The fee of $6 per person can be paid
Friday night at the bowling alley.
Each player will bowl three games and
championship shirts will be given to the top
male and female bowlers as well as all mem
bers of the top team.

6-1. Joe Comins led the way with two hits.
In other action, Heavy Gumbo crushed
All Balls Out 22-2. Heavy Gumbo sent 19
players to the plate in the first inning and
scored 14 times. Every player had two hits
and scored at least two runs.
Candy Coated Clowns squeaked by Hairy
Softballs 6-5. Frank Wasth stroked a home
run in the bottom of the 6th to put it out of
reach. Bryan Joyce led the way with two
doubles.
In the final game of the late evening 3 1/2

Beans and White Rice sent Going to the
Show home with an 8-5 loss. Marcus Carter
and Frank Knafeltz had two "should have
been" homeruns and a triple. The "should
have been" homeruns were only doubles.
They each had three RBI's in the win.
In B league action the Conquistadors
edged Puke Daddy's 7-6. Mike Moffett and
Adam Beebe each had two hits in the win.
The Freshmen edged BADNAD 7-6. Ken
Kasachi led the way with three hits and four
RBI's
Straight Outa' Detox then got a 6-3 win
over The Freshmen. Mike Bernards led the
way with a four-for-four day and had two
RBI's in the victory.

Co-rec softball Tennis ladders
oft to slow start
Maybe it was the wet conditions. Maybe it
was because it was the first week. Whatever
the reason, only eight of the twelve co-rec
softball teams managed to make it to the field
Sunday. The result was only two games
played on the first week of the season.
In the first game, Punch and Judy and
Sports Center A's battled to a 6-6 tie. Julie
Feezor and Erwin Selemayer each had 2 hits
for Punch and Judy. Andy "the hitting
machine" Berg came out of retirement to
stroke 4 solid hits for the Sports Center
Staff.
In other contest, Ball in the Bushes edged
Limited Faculties 11-3. Joe Comins and
Mike Bennett each had home runs while Sean
Nugent had two home runs and two base hits
in the win.

The intramural tennis challenge ladder
ended its second week of play last Sunday.
There are seven doubles teams competing.
Esquino and Ambrosius and Festering
Green Balls are undefeated while Boss, Tennis Anonymousand Males Maulers all stand
at 1-1.
Last Sunday, Festering Green Balls de
feated Tennis Anonymous 4-6, 6-1, 7-6.
Boss defeated Males Maulers 6-4,6-4.

IM NOTES:
1. Entries for 5x5 basketball are due
Thursday, March 4 at 5 p.m.
2. Entries for Singles Tennis and Co-Rec
Innertube Water Polo are due Thursday,
March 11.

MEN'S FLOOR HOCKEY
Game: You'll Bleed vs. Big Sticks
Team: Hansens
Player: Dan Kilkemny (Phi Kapps)
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Game: 3 Men and a Baby vs. Attractive
Nuisance
Team: Sigma Pi
Player: Phong Dang (Grumby)
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Game : Turtle Puffs vs. Sandpipers
Team: 3 Bean and a Pod
Player: Carla Ceja (3 Beans)
MEN'S (A) SOFTBALL
Game: Hairy Softball vs. Candy Coated
Clowns
Team : Candy Coated Clowns
Player: Marcus Carter (3 1/2 Beans and
White Rice)
MEN'S (B) SOFTBALL
Game: Freshman vs. BADNAD
Team: Conquistadors
Player: Mike Bernards (Straight Outa'
Detox)
CO-REC SOFTBALL
Game : Punch and Judy vs. Sports Center
A's
Team: Balls in the Bushes
Male Player: Sean Nugent (Balls in the
Bushes)
Female Player: Maria Cilmi (Balls in the
Bushes)

Subway IM game
of the week
Wed., March 3
Time: 9 p.m.
Sport Hockey
March: #1 Betrayed vs. #5 USD
Vikings
It's ft rematch of last year'schampion
ship game in the Subway IM Game of the
Week. Last semester the USD Vikings
wore the upset winners and after a slow
start they will be placed in the role of

The last two Subway IM Games of the
Week were thrillers as the Huuuge
Maulersskated past You'll Bleed and the

Basketball tourney
set for Saturday
On this Saturday, Feb. 27, the gym will be
the site for an IM 5X5 co-rec basketball
tournament. This event will last all day with
teams guaranteed two games and champion
ship shirts being given to the winners.
Three men and two women will play at a
time and team rosters are limited to ten play
ers. Entries accompanied by the $10 fee are
due tonight,so sign up now and join in on the
fun Saturday.

Omega • Beta • Lives!

Laundry problems? Ask Grace.
Bill McGowan
Off Beat Editor

Hey this is another installment of Get to
Know Bill. This week's episode: "Bill does
his laundry" or "Wearing the same under
wear twice is not a good thing."
I'm sure you've all done it before. It's a bit
of a pain having to check on it. You know, it
cuts into your studying time. No, I'm not
talking about checking your genitals, I'm
talking about doin' laundry.
I did mine yesterday for the first time this
year. School year, that is. And I don't know
about the rest of you, but I'm laundry illiter
ate (which means that besides the basics I
know nothing about doing laundry). For ex
ample, throughout my three and half years at
this lovely institution, I've done my laundry
the way any college guy does his laundry:
Take all the clothes out of the basket, put
them in the washing machine, put soap in the
machine, throw three quarters down and,
"Voila!" You have clean clothes. Of course,

you have to realize that if some color runs,
your underwear may be different colors. I
realized this a bit too late. So, for all you
lovely, voluptuous young ladies out there,
my underwear comes in different shades of
blue, red, pink, white and some brown.
The winds of change blew in last week
when some friends told me to try bleach. I
said, "I like my hair color just the way it is,
thank you." They said, "Bill, your socks are
supposed to be white, right?" I looked down
and said, "Why yes, of course. I'm only
trying to be politically correct."(Through my
socks, I was trying to show that even my
clothing could be politically correct.)
OK, OK, I admit that was B.S., but I had
to think quickly! And besides, Ididn'twantto
admit that I hadn't done my laundry in "a
while."
So, Sunday comes and surprise, surprise I
have some time todo laundry. I head down to
Sena to get change because the Vistas have
no change machine, and I cruise into the
Marketpalace. Yes, the Marketpalace, where
prices are so high only a king could pay them.

I buy a quart of Clorox bleach. (Cheesey
productendorsement. Off Beat is selling out.)
Surprisingly, it only costs me an arm.
Now, like I said, I'm laundry illiterate. I
kindly asked the girl behind the counter,
Grace, about the correct time to apply the
Clorox.
Grace said, "Wait for the washer to fill up
with water and then pour the Clorox in." I
said, 'Thank you," and left And before I
forget, I want to say you're pretty amazing,
Grace.
So, to make a short story long, I did my
laundry that afternoon. This time I actually
separated my clothes (not the most politically
correct thing to do). And with Grace's and
my friends' helpmy whiteswere really white.
What's the moral of this story? If you're
having laundry problems or are just clueless
about laundry, ask Grace. If not, be like Bill
McGowan and have different colored under
wear.
Ed. note: My friend Debbie P. was con
cerned that I bag on myself too much in my
articles. So,justfor the record: Iamabad ass!

7, Ziploc bags—Yellow
and blue make green.
6. Saran wrap — The
"cling" wrap.
6. Bounty — the quicker
picker upper

Off Beat Trivia
Last week's question: How many gallons of Evian does a
sorority girl drink in a week?
Last week's answers: Enough Evian to wash every single
one of their cute little Cabriolets and BMWs. Sent in by Brian
Tompkins, USD student. Thanks Brian, you're a stud.
Five gallons ~ Thinking makes you sweat a lot. By Bill
McGowan, Irish Clown
This week's answer: "C" - Next week's question in two
weeks!

Hostile Award
This week's Hostile Award goes
to Sigma Chi's Exec. Board who
officially nominated Hostile Man
for A.S. President. Finally, a fra
ternity who doesn't take itself
too seriously. Hostile Man thanks
you and says you're all studs.
Dont' forget to write in Hostile
Man for A.S. President Honor
able mention to BrianTompkins,
the only guy with the balls to
answer last week's Off Beat trivia
question. Brian, I would've
printed all of the answers but I
only got one. Yours!

Marge Schott School of Racial Slurs
— Leant how to offend any race or ethnic group!
—
to use your position of power for the wrong things!
—
to be pigheaded and insensitive!
—
how to embarrass the organizations you represent!
—
how to hire the best lawyers and deny everything!
Now accepting applications!!
Limited space available (limited to all other race and ethnic groups except white and big, ugly St Bernards)
Courses include:
Racism 101: The American Way
Hate crimes 102: The Tom Metzger Way
Anti-semitism 103: Skin heads and neo-Nazis: How and why?
Family values 104: The politics of exclusion
Sign up soon!
Please include your opinion on changing the name of the Cincinnati Reds to the Cincinnati Whites.

3. Disney band-aid —
Don't be Goofy, cover
your Mickey.
2. Nuprin — Little, yel«»
low, different (held
between legs)
1. Garbage bags — Sizes
from Hefty to Wimpy.

Suzy asks:
Why is it impossible to push the crosswalk
button only once?
by Suzy Robertson

Love Beat

by the men I've dated. So, natu
rally, I did what every woman does
Very special to Off Beat
and blamed it all on the guys. Yet it
has caused me to look out for dif
It's nearly two weeks after ferent types of guys. If you ask me,
Valentine's Day and how many of a guy should have a great personal
you ladies can say you were truly ity, be fun to be with and be able to
satisfied? How many of you found make me laugh. After a long and
the man of your dreams? The roses, grueling search I believe I have
the romance, the sweet words whis found the man forme. He's creative,
pered in your ear in a candlelit room talented and very well-known on
listening to Michael Bolton CDs campus. You guessed it gals, it's
(yeah right). Well, I will be the first our very own Off Beat man himself,
to admit that mine was less than Bill McGowan.
Hey, Bill, let's have a tabloid
perfect. Instead of roses I got dan
delions and as far as romance I got love affair. We'll write beautiful
reservations at NYPD Pizza. The articles together, writing about our
sweet words whispered in my ear genuine admiration forall members
consisted of whether or not I wanted of the local Greek system. (Yeah,
pepperoni or sausage on my pizza. that's it, admiration.) Be lonely no
To say the least, he was not Mr. longer. So what do say, Bill, want to
hear more?
Wonderful.
Time and time again I have had Ed. note: See what happens when
failed attempts at romance and fun you place personal ads?

Juju Pebbles
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The Hostile Mouth Debate
Dear Editor,

Six Teeth

Eight Teeth
(Artist's rendition of Hostile Man after surgery)

Should Hostile Man have reconstructive surgery for eight teeth instead of
six? You decide, yes or no. Put your answers in the Off Beat mailbox
donwstairs in the VISTA office. Look out next week for the artistic evolution
of Hostile Man.
Hostile Man's official

Party reviews,

bral

Thank you for you application for a model position
for our Viking Brand Condom catalog. We have reviewed
your application and photographs, buy at this time cannot
appoint you to any position.
We feel that the baggy, loose-fitting, semi-unrolled
look does not display the masculine, verile, and macho
image that Viking Condoms is trying to market to the
public. We were however impressed with your use of
chewing gum as an adhesive, and our research team will
look into the possibility of marketing this concept.
For the time being, we will continue to keep your
application on file. In the event that we decide to introduce
our Mighty-mite "amatuer-phalactic" training condom line
we will be in touch. In the mean time we offer our condo
lences to your loved ones and offer to you the toll free
number for the center for the erectionally challenged.
Sincerely,
Peter Wacker
V. P. of Marketing
Viking™ Condoms

New !
The "Handy" Condom for Rosy Palms!

Off Beat disclaimer amendment 4 article 9: Front line cuts to keg will
insure you a better review than the Phi Kaps got last week.
Brandy Wine: This almost lived up to all the pre-party hype that it received.
There was an insane amount of people and the keg wasn't too much of a
problem. The only real drawback was crowd control, as shoving is definitely
not kosher. My dream girl was on the sophomore retreat, which wasa bummer
until that cute brunette came over to keep me company. Hostile Rating of 4.
Santa Barbara: Pretty much the only exciting thing here was the Zetas. A
smaller gathering but oh so jolly nonetheless, thanks to the lovely ladies of
ZTA. Hostile Rating of 3.5

Assorted
flavors
and
colors!

Lubricated
or
ribbed!

Phi Alpha Delta thang: Future lawyers need to learn how to party. Hey, you
may not like this review, so sue me! Hostile Rating of 1.
Baseball gathering: After the shots, I asked myself, "Who's on first?" Not
one of the players were able to answer the question, as they were too busy
admiring themselves in the mirror. Major beer goggling potential here.
Hostile Rating of 2.

Pancho and Luke
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Call your Local TRAVEL AGENT for Reservsations

ALBUM REVIEWS..... D-E

Dinosaur Jr., Belly, Poster
Children, Basehead, and
more.

MOVIES

Michael Douglas trips over
life in "Falling Down,"
Warner Bros, newest release.

THEATRE

'Light Sensitive" is running
through Feb. 28 at the Old
Globe Theatre in Balboa
Park.

USD's Weekly

to Entertainment
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Jim Carrey, what a joke(r)
Comedy show receives mixed reviews by two student critics
told a couple of jokes about his hometown.
And somehow he progressed into his child
Special to the VISTA
hood. He related his Messiah Complex that
he had when he was a child. To tell the truth,
I could understand where he was coming
There were so many mixed emo from because I had the same problem as a
tions at the Jim Carrey show last Sat child.
urday that OUTLOOK could not be
When Carrey began making fun of Gandhi,
restricted to one perspective. So, in I lost interest fast. As far as I'm concerned,
stead, we bring you two (different) jokes about Gandhi's concept of ahimsa or
viewpoints from the crowd. This is, of non-violence are
course, only for people who missed nothing to laugh _______________
the show. Those who attended already at. The man lived
know what it was like. Those who and died by non
missed it will have to read and regret violence and Jim
missing one of the biggest comedy acts Carrey had the
of the semester.
audacity to say
that Gandhi had
The lights went off, then back on again, no choice be
as Jim Carrey walked to the stage with his cause he only
invisible magic bag. The crowd roared as weighed "80
half the audience stood up while the other pounds." Like I
half stayed seated. Shiley Theatre ap said, from there I
peared half empty or half full, depending lost hope, but
-Jim
on the way you looked at it.
nonetheless I
Carrey heard the crowd and decided gave him a
that the greeting was not enough for him, chance.
so he left to try again. The music blared
My poor attitude wore off as Carrey told
and once again the crowd roared, but this some pretty good jokesabout being on time.
time the entire audience was standing, His observational humor in this instance
except me, of course, because I was taking was hilarious. The audience once again
notes.
laughed hysterically about Carrey's theory
This time, Carrey stayed and proceeded about leaving 30 minutes before having to
to reach into his magic bag of jokes. To be somewhere. This time he used the Dalai
warm up, like most comedians, Carrey Lama and Mother Theresa as his examples.

Anna Wlllard and ed kotnik

Once again my smile was upside down with
his choice of characters, but this time I
thought he was funny.
OK, ed, I liked it, so I'm going to write my
side. I really, really, really liked Carrey
because he made good jokes and left the
racial, women and men jokes to other, less
desirable comedians. I, unlike you, darling,
laughed hard when Carrey respectfully imi
tated Gandhi and why
he's never in the
kitchen during one of
his hunger strikes. "I
thought I heard a
prowler" says Gandhi
when he's caught.
"And I was going to
hit him over the head
with this big bowl of
potato salad."
I also laughed hard
when Carrey pointed
out how he would
Carrey
make a terrible Jesus
on the cross, "Great,
you guys are gonna get it now. Wait till my
father hears about THIS!" Granted, it was a
joke on religion, so sue me. I thought it was
funny and didn't take it personally, unlike
SOME of us.Just 'cause I'm not aReligious
Studies major, ed...

was lacking. The next set of jokes pro
vided by Carrey were better maybe be
cause, once again, I could relate. The
subject was the line between insanity and
sanity. Personally I have thought about
this subject many times, and Carrey served
to refresh my thoughts.
He spoke of those little impulses that all
people get to do something weird and
extraordinary, like punching your friend
inthefaceorhead-buttingyourmom. The
examples that Carrey provided made me
remember how many times I have been in
the car and for some reason I wanted to
open the car door to drag my foot on the
ground. Like Carrey, occasionally I do
open the door and tread on the other side
of the sanity line.
A couple of jokes later Carrey pulled
his invisible singing costume from his
invisible magic bag. He sang like Michael
Bolton, or so he says. The resemblance
was close, but it was kind of like those
drawings that un-artistic teachers put on
the blackboard. You know the kind. The
drawings where the teacher really should
label complex objects like trees and ani
mals. Anyway, like I said, it was close but
it was funny and that's all that counts.
I missed the part where Carrey twisted
himself around, so I'll let Anna fill you
in...

Okay, I do admit that Jim Carrey was
funny. I just said that his character choice

see COMEDIAN on page F

"f thought I heard a
prowler," says
Ghandi. "And I was
going to hit him over
the head with this
big bowl of potato
salad"

San Diego r s largest
selection ofswimwear

Bourbon Street
Grille

10% °ff

Presents for March:

with this ad

ItAdLvtUst.

March 3: Steel Drums

Expires 3/25/93
OVER 90 BRANDS

March 10: Magic Touch

And...
THE BATTLE OF THE
BANDS
March 24:

1st Competition Night

March 31: 2nd Competition Night
When: 5:30-7:30 every
Wednesday
Where: UC Grille
3030

SPONSORED BY AS CULTURAL ARTS

3745 Mission Blvd.
One mile north of Belmont Park
9

Parking in the Rear

HOURS
Mon - Sat 9-7
Sun 9-6
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Rollins comes out of his II
Novelty comedy act released on box set by Imago Records
Henry Rollins' work is intensity. Tnere is no
other. He works his skin to the bones, not
necessarily just to put on a show for you, but
for himself. That is the difference between a
job and a career.
The other day I was sitting in my living
room watching "120 Minutes" on MTV at
one in the morning and Rollins was hosting
the show. Eating quite the saturated fat snacks
that we should not to prevent a premature
heart attack, I plop down on the couch to find

aits. If it is, Rollins holding his own, but with
nothing spectacular.
Rollins is like the philosophy teacher of life
to his many intense fans who sometimes ex
emplify theexact opposite of Rollins projects.
Somewhere around the beginning of his asso
ciation with Black Flag, he seemed to have
discovered that his talents woe not so black
and white. He was not constricted to the
confines of the band. He began to do spokenword shows in 1983 and has many self-pub
lished bookswith his
own publishing
company, 2.13.61
(his date of birth).
Now a recognized
literary impression
ist, he seeks other
writerstopublish un
der his label. Nick
Cave, Iggy Pop,
ExeneCervenka(X)
and Alan Vegaare a
few of the writers
who have books in
the works.
"Like a lot of you,
I hate a lot Yknow?
But I hate with stye
and creativity,"
Rollins preaches in
his act "I don't hate
you. I hate weakness.
I hate all the shit
weakness brings.
Like, yknow, rac
ism,rape. All theshit
that keeps lif from
being one-hundred
percent fun."
The second tape
is much better than
the first. Generally
becauseofthe poem,
"I Know You," that
he ricites with his
amazing power of
emotion.
You can safely as
sume that "The
N
R
Y
R
O
L
L
BoxedLife"ismuch
better on video than
myself hearing Rollins talk about how great his the audio version. That is, except for the poem
mother's record collection is and how peopledo at the end.
not have tositaround thinkingabout beingagood
Although Rollins has certain qualities (like
musician when they could actually be getting off those of a workaholic) that others may not, he
their asses and learning how to play guitar and notices his limits but does not put a cap on
getting in a band. It shows that Rollins tries to anything-much like having the ungovemed
influence others, but knows that hecan't actually and at the same time, within a controlled
change them. TheBoxedLife shows this in gener atmosphere. Exhaustive yet fulfilling. Sane
ous potions, setting him in a different performer- yet institutionalized. Relaxed yet intense.
audience relationship. It just may be true that
"The Boxed Life" will be available in the
comedy is the most difficult of the performing music listening lounge for one week.

Chris Woo
Music Editor

Those who have followed Henry
Rollins' career over the last decade are
sure to agree that he is one of the most
influential public figures of young and old
people of today.This time he continues his
recording practice in the form of comedy
on his new spoken
word, two-CD/
cassette mono
logue titled The
Boxed Life.
The new box set
of his own origi
nal comic perfor
mance expresses
his honest opinion
of realistic events
within his life.
From touring with
bands to adoles
cent gibberish,
Rollins has the
subject matter
down pat. Unfor
tunately, the pre
sentation is not as
good as that of his
musical tech
niques, but it does
have its highlights.
For instance, at
one moment early
in the act, he said,
"Don't think all
those thoughts at
once! Just drink
the shitty, over
priced coffee real
slow. Read Roll
ing Stone maga
zine seriously,like
you really care
about that guy who
was in theEagles."
Possibly exploit
i n g t h e f a c t t h a t
H
E
N
this is not your
father's Oldsmobile, but it is your father's
magazine. Keep hip. Stay cool. Change
with the times, but think for yourself.
In*ten«si»ty \in-'ten(t)-set-e\ n, pi ties (1665) 1: the quality or state of being
intense; esp : extreme degree of strength,
force, energy, or feeling 2: the magnitude
of force or energy per unit (as of surface,
charge, mass, or time) 3: SATURATION
4a
One word that you can use to describe

M

O

Tour LA. with a
psychotic guide
|
Michael Douglas looses a few
screws in "Falling Down"
Matt Morgan
Staff Writer

Stop the world; "D-FENS" wants to get
off... and everyone had better stay out of
his way!
In the film "Falling Down," Michael
Douglas portrays a frazzled defense con
tractor, a man on the edge of sanity who has
been brought up to believe that his hard
work would be rewarded, only to watch his
ideal Utopia get destroyed in the face of
contemporary urban decay. His identifica
tion is intentionally kept to a minimum
level, presumably to underline his position
as an "average joe" American worker.
Living outside of Los Angeles, he is con
fronted daily with countless images of pov
erty and disintegrating civilization, over
flowing with social outcasts and people for
whom the word "America" probably has a
less-than-rosy connotation. It is while in
the midst of an asphyxiating traffic jam that
D-FENS (so named for thelicense plate on
his car) decides to do what many people in
similar situations have only dreamed of...
he abandons the car and walks home.
"Falling Down" is, at its essence, a dis
turbing "picture book" of modern urban
blight Perhaps the most startling aspect of
this brilliant film is the realization that it
could conceivably happen to anyone.
Throughout the course of the film, the
audience is taken on what amounts to a
visually stunning yet disturbing tour
through the parts of Los Angeles that no
travel agent would recommend. As
D-FENS tries valiantly to make his way
home, he runs into everyone your mother
warned you about, from gang members to
neo-Nazis. One particularly memorable
character is a vagrant who tries every trick
in the book (veteran, out of gas, etc.) to get
D-FENS to give him "just a few bucks,"
finally abandoning his scheme in favor of
the memorable "just gimme some money,
man!"
The first five minutes of the film pass
without a sound; the audience is assaulted
with images of pollution, bumper stickers,
and glassy-eyed drivers, all from the per
spective of onestuck in the traffic jam with
D-FENS. The juxtaposition of these dis
turbing images sets the tone for the frantic
pace that is present throughout the rest of
the film.
While the catalyst of D-FENS' dilemma
may have been a simple desire to get home
in time for his daughter's birthday, fate has

see PSYCHOTIC on page G

SPECIALISTS IN HAIR COLOR, PERMS & CUTS (Framesi)

Paradise Yogurt
"The Friendliest
Little Yogurt
Shop in Town.
5664 Mission Center Rd.
San Diego, C A 92108

291-5556
East of Hwy. 163 OFF Friars Rd.
in The Ralphs shopping Comer
Mon-Sat. 1 lam-9pm • Sun 12-6 Hours

2

FOR

1

Buy one yogurt and get the
second one of equal or
lesser value FREE

CUT&

• Foil
Highlighting
Touch-up $30
Full Foil
Highlighting $40
• Color

1^3 GIS€

FROZEN YOGURT CR<=M€ OLflCC

We accept competitors coupons
Not valid with any other offer
(Excludes toppings)Not redeemable for cash.
Expires March 31,1993

Touch-up $25
Full Color $35
Men reg. $17

• Perms $30

7Long hair extra)

• Spirals $50
(Long hair extra
all services)

ELIAS HAIR DESIGN

KEARNY MESA 7608 Linda Vista Rd. (Mesa College Dr. & 163)

Specials good lor first-time client. Exp. 3/11/93

•

268-8865
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M
Dinosaur Jr
Where You Been
Sire/Warner Bros.
•••••
Dinosaur Jr. has been, over the past five
years, a credible chunk of flint in the great
alternative music explosion, and with their
second release on a major label, Where You
Been, clamps on to the corporate rock of
today and keeps true to the morals of it?
music.

B

quartet (twocellos, no bass except for guitar,
of course).
Only in a Dinosaur Jr. album will you find
all of the songs mastered except for one, "Not
The Same," with its blatant literal meaning
from being u/tmastered by a named comput
erized bass drum. Other irony includes a
redundancy in composition between "Get
Me" and "Drawerings." Much like an inverse
function of the combination of "Blowing It"
and "I Live For That Look" on Green Mind.
But they are two separate songs.
Satire set aside, You can't help but think of
the classic rock that Mascis uses as a decoy
for a better record.
If you've had the time and/or inclination to
run with some of the best music of the '90s,
you know what Dinosaur Jr. is like. What you
don't know is how great this new album is. If
you're a newcomer, jump on the bandwagon,
and let Mascis ask you Where You Been.

— Chris Woo

Lulabox
Full Bleed
Radioactive

J. Mascis wrote and produced Where
You Been just like their ingenious last re
••1/2
lease, Green Mind.Their air-distortion style
hasn't changed~at least not as frequently
as the group has. Some touch was lost when Poster Children
jack-of-all-trades DOT Fleming (now in Tool of the Man
Gumball) left the group. And bassists have
Sire
changed as often as each new album. But
••••
Mascis (and Murph, most of the time)
somehow maintains the gittyness of the
A few years ago the
spunk rock to fill the gap that the band is
"Manchester
sound," all
famous for.
wailing
guitars
and dron
The progression of Dinosaur Jr. has been
ing
vocals,
was
hailed as
similar to that of Screaming Trees or Sonic
the
next
big
thing.
Fusing
Youth over the years. Each recording
elements
of
Sonic
Youth,
slightly changes for the better. If you don't
believe that, then try out the 1987 release, My Bloody Valentine, the
You re Living All Over Me, and compare Cure and what would later
that with the semi-pop songs like "Start becomeTechno, bands like
Choppin" on Where You Been. Through the Sone Roses, Galaxie
and through, these recordings have been 500 and Inspiral Carpets
public documents to thrust Dinosaur Jr. to inspired comparisons to the
British Invasion bands of
the front line of the music revolution.
Mascis' voice has appreciated into more the late 1960s. They also
of his own croaky, just woke up and I am inspired themajor labels to
going to make an album now, trademarked pay them inordinate
style. There is a slower overall feeling on amounts of money and in
Where You Been, but it has the always spired a slew of copycat bands, both Ameri
welcome diversity of instruments, such as can and British, to emulate them. Then the
an organ, piano, chimes, Timpani and string Big Bad Techno monster rolled in and ate
their market up, leav
ing most of these
bands to either de
scend into cute pop
drivel or to redefine
themselves with an
original twist. These
days the remnants of
this aborted invasion
can be found in re
leases by several
bands from both sides
of the Atlantic, in
cluding the latest fare
from
London's
Lulabox and Illinois'
Poster Children.
Not so much an
original sounding
band as a band that
closely resembles
one, Lulabox's foursong EP Full Bleed
can be most easily
summed with two
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words—Curve's Doppleganger. The names
are different, but the stmcture-Toni-Hollidayclone Mary Cassidy singing over a the stan
dard Manchester wall of angst-ridden guitar
and driving backbeat-is remarkably similar.
Idon'tmean this as a put-down. Considering
the amount of grunge and death-metal al
bums in my library, I'd be a hypocrite to do
so. No, it's what that don't steal that is
problematic. Curve's ambition is what this
album really lacks. Lulabox seemscontent to
take some potentially grandiose fragments,
namely swirling waves of guitar sounds and
Cassidy's pretty wail, and water it down into
a more listener-friendly package. Call it
Curve-lite. The exception is an alternate
version of the song "Gift" from their first
album. On this song they go a little more for
tunefulness, and a little less for hero-worship.
This is not to say this is a bad album. In fact,
these four tunes are pleasant enough. Lulabox
just doesn't seem to aspire to be anything
more than just that-pleasant.
Neither from England nor claiming any
lineage from the Manchester scene, Poster
Children's Fool of the Man is an entirely
different bird. Though they'dprobably punch
me for grouping them with the above bands,
the comparison can still be made. (Watch, I'll
do it right now.) My Bloody Valentine'sepic
drone, minus six or seven guitar overdubs,
certainly comes to mind on the song
"Tommyhaus," and screaming guitars
abound. Instead of going for the mandatory
wall of noise, though, they strip their sound
down to contain a more punk- influenced
simplicity. Part garage rock, part up-beat
pop-like rhythms, and pure anger fuel Poster
Children in creating a sound that is uniquely
their own. Opening with the biting, up-tempo
track "Dyna________________ mite Chair,"
the
album
kicks
into
high gear, but
downshifts
quickly with
the next song,
'Tommyhaus."
Hi Still the bulk
of the album
I?
•§ is pretty overIj the-top as on
l| songs like
l| "Redline,"
"Shotguns
and Pickups"
and "In My Way," which sums up the
message of the album simply enough
with the statement "You better not —
get in my way". The album comes to a
screeching halt on the last and best track,
"3 Bullets," which starts with a slow,
desperate begining and builds to super
heavy climax of pure anger and abrasive
shreiking. Overall, with their integra
tion of familiar elements into an origi
nal brew, Poster Children show that bor
rowing from a particular type of music
does not mean that you can not create a
sound of your own, a fact that
headbangers, rave-rockers, grungeheads,
deadheads, and Izzy Stradlin should all
take note of. Let this be a message all
potential godhead rock and roll stars:
stealing elements from your favorite mu
sicians is good, as the new Poster Chil
dren and Dinosaur Jr. prove. On the
other hand, stealing everything from
your idols, as Lulabox shamelessly does,
is a one way ticket to mediocrity hell.

—Sterling Callier

Barenaked Ladies
Gordon
Sire/Reprise

•••1/2
The name
Barenaked
L a d i e s
conjurs up
strange vi
sions of kinky
videos on late
night VH-1.
R e a l l y ,
though, this
group comes
across as very
easy listening.
They have a
smooth non
electric sound
that debuts
well for their
first album,
Gordon.
The band
members
come from di
verse musical
backrounds
that fit to
gether like a
well-made
pizza. Jazz,
country and pop have had a strong influence
on thisunique band. This Toronto-based group
has sold out concerts all through Canada.
Critics have called them an acoustic sound
that compromises an admiration for the
Beatles and the Beach Boys.
They have
had extensive
airplay and a
top 40 hit in
Canada, "Be
My
Yoko
Ono." To me
this song was
one of the low
points of the
album. Oneof
the best was
"Brian Wil
son," a song
about their
sick friend
They go from
a capella toin
strument with smooth, quick changes. Their
harmonious voices shine through likea ray of
sunshine on a rainy day. Another high point
was "Box Set." This song sounds like it

should have a conga line for it "I Love You"
shows a strong jazz influence, quite a nice
change from the same old stuff. Barenaked
Ladies are a barbershop quintet for the nine
ties. The musical variety shown to us by this
refreshing
group is some
thing not to be
missed.
The al
bum is Gor
don, the group
is Barenaked
Ladies, and
the music is
worth your at
tention. These
guys are near
the level of
musical ge
nius, just for
being willing
to try some
thing new.
These non
conformists
give inspira|tion to every& one willing to
I go a little farf thertobevery
|
different. If
1 the first album
is this good,
then their sec
ond should cause a tidal wave in the music
world. It is well worth checking out.

—Joe Brenckle

Basehead
Not In Kansas Anymore
Imago

•••1/2
Bumped up, soothed out, foot tapping,
dog napping, smelling the whiff of the
cappuccino two and a half blocks down
the road from a coffee house with a blues/
jazz club upstairs is exactly what Wash
ington, D.C.'s Basehead sounds like on
their second release, Not in Kansas Any
more.
If you missed Basehead's critically ac
claimed first release, Play With Toys, you are
sadly deprived of some of the best funk/rock/
soul/hip-hop and a couple other additions by
Basehead leader Michael Ivey.NotlnKansas

• - Stooptd I can't believe that they would actually waste their time
recording something like this when there is more important things
to do, like breathing
- Right Said Fred Syndrome (RSFS) This rmght be the alburn that
you hear on the radio and then you decide to go buy it and it ends
up the album sucks and you would have been better off buying the
single
- Quirky Not bad Not good Gut not bad This one is a bit risky It
may b e in t h e t o p 1 0 college albums next week o r it may b e a t the
b o t t o m o f y o u r l o c a l u s e d CD b i n
///V - N e e t o T h i s i s s o m e g o o d s t u f f ' I c o u l d g e t u s e d t o t h i s B u t w a i t , I
don't get paid until next week Bummer Well, I guess it's like a
g o o d w i n e o r c h e e s e I t ' s t h a t m u c h b e t t e r if y o u w a i t O f c o u r s e
nobody's stopping you from borrowing money from your friends
S / S V S - Eminent. Go directly to yournearest record store and buy this
a l b u m D o n o t p a s s g o , d o n o t ; c o l l e c t S 2 0 0 . U s e f o r c e if n e c e s s a r y
to get your hands on this Nanjing one that is so hot that you could
brand a herd of cattle with if

Anymore presents generally the same quali
ties of the first release. It maintains that
groove with seriously sexy vocals by Ivey
that will seduce your ears into a genetic
frenzy of good feeling.
Tempt your auditory glands with incon
spicuous titles (ya, right!) such as, "I Need A
Joint," "Do You Wanna Fuck (or what)" and
take time for a "Commercial Break."
Ivey does not stop there. He takes the bull
by the horns and shoots for the real issues
(again, ya right!) like in "Brown (nosing)
Kisses" parts one and too (yes that is the
correct spelling) where he tempts many to
"Kizz my black azz." The album continues
on to reach four subdivisions of "Hoes On
Tour."
One of the most intimate moments is on the
title back "Not In Kansas" where Ivey ad
dresses thesubject of sex and AIDS and how
kids today are doing it and getting it The
"Introduction" covers the problems that the
white male has to face in America today in a
quick musical pattern.
If it weren't for thea-typical theme on most
of the songs, this album would be the best
because the musical content is just amazing.
Don't rush out to buy the album just yet
though because it will not be out until March
9. However, you can take a listen in the music
listening lounge downstairs in the U.C. for
the next week.
If you like the sound of Basehead then you
will probably want to see them in concert on
their, "we need the money, so we don't give
a fuck tour." Check 'em out. This music is
good for your health.

song with a guitar in your hand than it is with
a bass in your hand."
Regardless of how many strings his instru
ment has, one thing is certain: Stinson knows
how to play it! While the album gets back to
basics musically, it is in many ways also very
diverse. There are obligatory fast rockers
("Never Aim To Please" and "Friday Night Is
killing Me"), but there are also moderate
tempo songs and.even the occasional ballad
("Nothing" and "First Steps"), all of which
are lyrically very complex songs, contribut
ing even further to the high quality control
that pervades every element of the album. It
is ironic to note that the first song on the
album is called "Never Aim To Please," but
in fact this is a record that will be instantly
accessible to almost every type of listener.
Bash & Pop sound only remotely like the
Replacements, but then again, Stinson does
not want his new band to be viewed as a
"sequel" of sorts to his former band. Such
comparisons are inevitable,though, as bands
as diverse as Nirvana and the Black Crowes
have cited the Replacements as being very
influential on their musical development.
Bash & Pop are eager to carve out a reputa
tion all their own, based solely on their own
merits.
For his part, Tommy Stinson cites the
Rolling Stones and the Faces as major influ
ences on his music. "I guess I'm sort of a

—Chris Woo

Bash & Pop
Friday Night Is Killing Me
Sire/Reprise
••••
This album reminds me of one thing and
one thing only-those vodka ads that read,
"you always come back to the basics" with
accompanying photos depicting, say, the evo
lution of hairstyles over the past thirty years
(the first and last photos being identical).
Ring a bell? I thought so! If the vodka
company's theory is correct, Bash & Pop's
debut album, Friday Night Is Killing Me is
the evidence.
While many bands these days are depart
ing from the tried and true in favor of bizarre
musical "experiments" (some more success
ful than others), Bash & Pop stick to the
basics: two guitars, bass and drums, effec
tively redefining the phrase, "deconstructed
rock." This is good old-fashioned, garageband-style rock and roll, the kind of thing one
might put on at high volume levels during a
long road trip.
If Friday Night Is Killing Me sounds
somewhat familiar, it should. Vocalist/gui
tarist Tommy Stinson was the bass player and
co-founder of the Replacements, a band that
one critic called "the last great American rock
band of the '80s." In addition to Stinson,
Bash & Pop consists of guitarist Steve
Brantseg, bassist Kevin Foley and drummer
Steve Foley. WhileStinson has traded instru
ments in his new band, he does not forsake his
past or his skill as a bassist (he played with the
Replacements since the age of 11). "I still
like the bass for what it's worth," said Stinson,
"but there's a lot more creativity with a gui
tar-more strings! It's a lot easier to play a

Angel-like vocals dominate the new re
lease which opens with a song that has a
striking auditory resemblance to the
neverending nursery rhyme "Twinkle,
Twinkle, Little Star." This silicate track titled,
"Someone To Die For," captivates your at-

tention like a youth being put to sleep by an
ungodly mother.
"Slow Dog," "Gepetto" and "Angel" horde
the upbeat waves while most others are bal
lads that melt you into a summers' dream.
Themes of ripe convergence with a seminal
subtlety of serenity capture your ears like
they once did not so long ago when you were
a child.
The 15 visceral songs contain an abnor
mality that is quite welcome. For example,
"Feed The Tree" sets Donelly as a youth and
elderly man to divert the ageing process to a
novel point of view. One of the earth swal
lowing up the brokenhearted old man repre
senting the circulation of nature. This is a
feeble example of what euphemisms to ex
pect from other selections on Star--A steal if
you can find it at your nearest record store for
a decent price.
If you enjoyed the marvel of The Breeders,
you will fall head-first for Belly.

—Chris Woo
child of '70s music," he explained, "but I
think in my case, it isn't so much that I sound
like the Faces or the Stones, but that my
attitude lends itself to that kind of rock and
roll band."
Friday Night Is Killing Me is the result of
this idea put into a tangible form. It is a great
album all around; the more one tries to figure
out what band Bash & Pop sound like, the
more difficult their sound becomes to define.
These guys may well get the nomination for
Band of the Year at next year's Grammy
ceremony. If the first single,"Loose Ends," is
any indication, this is definitely a band to
watch. Check 'em out, and show your sup
port for hard working (American) musicians!

The Sundays
blind
DGC
••••

The Sundays have mastered the art of
illusion with their second album, blind, the
follow-up to Reading, Writing and Arith
metic. In the meantime, they somehow have
successfully sustained the intensity of their
first album and added a bit more glimmer to
blind. Harriet Wheeler's dreamy vocalsblend
with David Gavurin's ephemeral guitar only
to soothe the ears and stimulate the heart
—Matt Morgan
Without the lyric sheets, which are pro
vided in blind but not their debut, the music
massages your soul to the point that one has
a tendency to miss lines like, "We all know/
We won't be alive anymore." Gavurin and
Belly
Wheeler's skillful song writing magically
Star
meshes happy melodies with melancholic
Sire/Reprise
lyrics in a tantalizing and euphonious man
••••1/2
ner.
By choosing not to place a photo of the
band
in the album packaging, they have also
Tanya Donelly has had her share of under
evaded
a definitive image. They have created
world action with the Throwing Muses and
a
video
for the song "love," but the cinema
most recently with The Breeders. But now
tography
is purposely blurry and convoluted
this Newport, R.I. beauty has struck up her
new group, Belly, with some old childhood so that the audience only receives a nebulous
friends who helped her create a slaughtered glimpse of the band. Instead, the Sundays
fairy tale of an album, Star, that is textured count on their hand-crafted music that is
with mandolin-sounding strums and fluctuat more than adequate in and of itself.
ing rhythms.
—ed kotnik
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Romantic comedy hits the Old Globe
I "Light Sensitive"is a welcome oddity to any romantics seeking a good laugh
Amy Dewlnter
Staff Writer

In the mood for a romance this weekend,
but looking for a break from the ordinary
love story? The Cassius Carter
Theater's production of "Light
Sensitive"by Jim Geoghan may
be just what you're looking for.
As a unique romantic comedy,
"Light Sensitive" touches upon
the familiarities of love while at
the same time taking you
through its obstacles and clumsy
moments.
Located in Balboa Park, the
Cassius Carter is an intimate
little theater made especially for
performances of this nature. As
a theater in the round (meaning
that the audience is situated all
around the stage), every seat is
a good one. The action takes
place in one setting, an apart
ment in a New York neighbor
hood known as "Hell's
Kitchen". The lighting and
sound effects create a realistic
atmosphere, and the excellent
stage direction on the part of
Andrew J. Traister focuses on
and intensifies the chemistry be
tween the actors.
Lou D'Marco, played by Matt
Landers, is a long-time friend
of a lonely and stubborn blind
man, Tom Hanratty. Edna
Miles, portrayed by Victoria
Ann-Lewis, is a volunteer on her first as
signment. She is appointed to work with
Tom when Lou leaves town during the
holidays. Joel Anderson is very convinc

r

ing as the blind Tom, who at first rejects
Edna's attempts to aid him. Victoria AnnLewis is equally effective with her persis
tence in trying to reach Tom. Both Tom and
Edna's resistant personalities clash, and it
makes for a realistic element of tension which
can felt throughout the theater. However, the

storyline's strength lies in its ability to create
an atmosphere of anxiety during thisconflict,
only to shatter it with a moment of comic
relief.
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Tan-N-See Salon
563-4137

"The Original Brick Fired Pizza
& Pasta Bar"

10330 Friars Rd.
East ofI-15
Behind Black Angus

OPEN 7 DAYS
Extended Hours
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Matt Landers, playing the role of Lou
D'Marco, is by far the most charming of the
three actors. The chemistry between Lou and
Tom as close buddies is strong and believ
able. Landers portrays Lou as a friend who is
sensitive to Tom's needs, but at thesame time
holds his own opinions on what he thinks is
bestforTom. This struggle
between Lou's ego and his
affections for his friend
demonstrate the human
quality thateven tough guys
have a soft spot. On the
other hand, Lou is also the
most distinct comedic ele
ment in the play. He per
sonifies the perfect New
York Italian, mastering the
humor of the strong accent
and mannerisms.
Probably the most appeal
ing ingredient in "Light
Sensitive" is the human
ability of the characters to
break down their own walls
and open up to the other
characters. This romance
blooms as Tom and Edna
realize their similarities as
humans in need of a little
companionship, and a little
love. Rather than an ideal
istic love, they experience
everything from the warm
moments to the awkward
situations. As an off-beat
J romance, "Light Sensitive"
J captures the struggles of an
imperfect love - the doubts
and the triumphs which
makes this story so unique, and so entertain
ing.
"Light Sensitive" can be seen at the Old
Globe Theatre Though February 28,1993.

Valued at $3.75

Creators of Compliments

HIGHLIGHTS

STYLE CUT

$20

Includes shampoo,
conditioner & styling

reg.$45

WOMEN

FOIL

$13

$340

reg. $23

rcg. $5® up

MEN

$9

COLOUR

$20 up

rcg. $17

continued, from page B
Thank you ed. Carrey double-jointed his
arm behind his head in an example for
nouveau pick-up lines. Fascinating. It
looked pretty weird, although I've been
known to attempt those same maneuvers
in front of the mirror in the bathroom in
Camino. Not. Back to you, ed.
Full of himself and reaching for hu
mor, Carrey staged an encore. He walked
off the stage before his show was com
plete because he knew that the audience
would cheer him back on the stage. The
audience cooperated and screamed like
someone had just hit a three-run homer,
but not quite a grand-slam. Carrey
waltzed back to center stage and ex
plained how he was not finished and that
he had just faked the encore. Again, he
continued.
Carrey proceeded to please the TV
viewers with an impersonation of the
fireman that he plays on"In Living
Color." Since I don't watch TV, I didn't
understand the joke. I would not have
even mentioned his impersonation ex
cept for the fact that he was pleasing the
people in the audience who came to see
the Jim Carrey that they all knew. Like
a crafty politician, he played to the
people.
But then like a light in the fog, he
began to tell some observational jokes.
They were actually very funny. The one
about the lottery especially caught my
fancy. I don't actually have to spill out
the whole joke to you because if you
didn't go to the show, you probably
aren't reading this. And I figure that by
now, that if you did go and you liked
Carrey, you probably are not reading
this article any longer. So who is my
audience besides my mom, I don't know.
Like Carrey did, I too will continue.
The subject of kids was the next on
the list and Carrey did a great job with
this subject. His influence was probably
due to the fact that he has a five-year-old
daughter. Torture was the topic as he
explained how he enjoyed teaching his
daughter about lemon wedges and ninevolt batteries, both of which he said he
orally inserted for fun. I realize that it
was comedy and that he doesn't actually
do those things to his daughter. But I
wouldn't put it past him to try it on the
kid next door. Like Carrey, I'm just
kidding.
Carrey concluded his show with a
song about Elvis and his bedside letters.
I did not get to write down the details
because I was enjoying the show; so if
you went, you know what I mean. (If
you didn't go, I'm sorry. Not really,
though.)
Again with a flash, the lights came on
and the music blared. As before, the
crowd roared and stood up. This time,
the audience knew the show was over
because Carrey came out to the crowd to
shake hands with the front row. After he
moved from right to left along the front
of the stage, he went backstage never to
be seen again. (By me anyway.)

Point 523-9220
Loma Tan
Visa/Mastercard
-5 minutes from USD!
-expires Feb. 28,1993
-Wolff Tanning System
-Not good w/ any other offer

rinonth unlimited"!

rcg. $15 up
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continued, from page C

Campus Paperback Bestsellers

more in store for him. When a Korean store
owner wants to charge him 85 cents for a
soda, D-FENS decides he will only pay 50
cents. "I'm rolling back prices to 1965!" he
screams ma
liciously. He
then pro
ceeds to play
a twisted
game of "The
Price
Is
Right" with
the hapless
store owner,
trashing dis
plays for
each wrong
answer. This
single action
marks the beginning of a trail of destruction and chaos that
follows D-FENS everywhere.
"Falling Down" also contains stel
lar performances by Robert Duvall and Bar
bara Hershey. Duvall plays a police detective
who is literally hours away from retirement,
and whose "big day" is interrupted by DFENS' trail of destruction. Hershey portrays
D-FENS' ex-wife who doesn't want her vio
lent ex-husband coming home for their
daughter's birthday. Another memorable

1. A River Run* Through It, by Norman Maclean (Univ. of
Chicago Press, $9.95.) Stones of western Montana

2. The Autobiography ot Malcolm X, with Alex Haley.
(Balantine, $5.99.) The black leader's life story.
3. Lite's Utile InetiucUon Book, by H. Jackson Brown Jr.
(Ruttedge Hid, $5.95.) Advice lor attaining a full life

4. Cow* ot our Planet by Gary Lareon. (Andrews & McMeei,
$8.95.) Collection of Far Side cartoons.
5. The Firm, by John Grisham. (Island/Den. $5.99.)
Young lawyer confronts the hidden workings of his firm
6. Backlash, by Susan Faludr (Anchor, $12.50.) Powerful and
frightening look at the undeclared war against American women.
7. The Waste Lands, by Stephen King. (Signet. $6.99.) Daik
fantasy epic that chronicles the twilight of a twisted world.

8. The Indispensable Calvin and Hobtoes, by Bill Watterson.
(Andrews & McMeei, $12.95.) Latest collected cartoons.
9. You Just Don't Understand, by Deborah Tannen. (Ballantine,
$10.00.) How men and women can understand each other better

10. A Time to Kill, by John Grisham. (Island/DeU, $5.99.)
Racial tension runs high during a trial.

Cempaadby The Chnarw of Higher Educeeonkomn
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New G Recommended
My Enemy, My Love, by Judith Levine. (Anchor, $12.95.)
A subtly argued, yet searing look at women, men and the dilemmas
of gender.
Damla, by Anne McCaffrey. (Ace, $5.99.)
Damia, stung by a vision of an impending alien invasion, must
somehow use her powers to save a planet under siege.
Children of the Dream, by Audrey Edwards & Dr. Craig K. Polite.
(Anchor, $10.95.) Focuses on black baby-boomers who have achieved
positions of power and influence in the American workplace.
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UNFORTUNATED^ THIS IS W1
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
[OO MANY RETIREMENT DO]

E

very year, a lot of people make a
' huge mistake on their taxes. They
don't take advantage of tax deferral and
wind up sending Uncle Sam money they
could be saving for retirement.
Fortunately, that's a mistake you can
easily avoid with TIAA-CREF SRAs.
SR As not only ease your current taxbite, they offer a remarkably easy way
to build retirement income—especially
for the "extras" that your regular pension
and Social Security benefits may not
cover. Because your contributions are
made in before-tax dollars, you pay less
taxes now. And since all earnings on
your SRA are tax-deferred as well, the

I
•J

money you don't send to Washington
works even harder for you. Down the
road, that can make a dramatic difference
in your quality of life.
What else makes SRAs so special?
A range of allocation choices—from the
guaranteed security of TIAA to the
diversified investment accounts of
CREF's variable annuity—all backed
by the nation's number one retirement
system.
Why write off the chance for a more
rewarding retirement? Call today and
learn more about how TIAA-CREF
SRAs can help you enjoy many
happy returns.

Outlook • G
performance is that of Frederic Forrest,
who appears as the neo-Nazi owner of a
military surplus store.
Much of the film's brilliance
comes from its stark reality; theoretically,
what happened to D-FENS could happen
to anyone. "Falling Down" represents an
unflinch
ing look at
urban de
cay and
poverty,
and serves
as an effec
tive ve
hicle to ex
pose just
how fre
netic life in
the "urban
jungle"can
become. It
is therefore
quite easy to empathize with D-FENS'
plight. How many times have you wanted
breakfast at a restaurant, only to be told
(perhaps too cheerfully), "we're now serv
ing lunch?" How far would you go to get
your way?
Michael Douglas is absolutely
brilliant as D-FENS, and should definitely
be a contender for Best Actor (not to men
tion Best Picture -this one will be very
hard to top!) come next year's Oscars,
provided the Academy can get over its
apparent inability to remember films re
leased in the first quarter of the year. "Fall
ing Down" is the sort of film that comes
along vary rarely; not only is k an incred
ible departure from the usual tired formu
las, but it is a work that will give you
something to talk about long after you
leave the theater.
Based on the rating system of
cars (Ferrari F40 to Pinto) thathas become
synonymous with this section,1 am happy
to give this one a Lamborghini LM-2 4x4,
because aside from being relatively rare, it
has a very raw, tough-as-nailscharacter all
wrapped up in a slick, beautiful package. It
is well worth the $7 ticket price (but better
when you can see it free!) Don't wait for
the video ... this one definitely must be
viewed on the big screen to get the full
effect. Don't miss it!

BIC

MEAL
LITTLE DINERO.
2 SOFT SUPER
TACOS, NACH0$ ;|
RICES.
BEANS

CORN TORTILLAS FILLED
WITH YOUR CHOICE
OF TENDER SIRLOIN
STEAK. TOP QUALITY
CHICKEN OR LEAN
CARNITAS
SERVED WITH SPANISH
RICE AND OUR
DELICIOUS BEANS.
COMES WITH FRESH
TOMATOES AND
ONIONS OR CHUNKY
SALSA AND SPICY
HOT SAUCE.

THE MOUNT EVEREST
>[
OF NACHOS!
l|
TRADITIONAL NACHO
CHIPS PILED HIGH
WITH OUR FAMOUS BEANS.
JACK AND CHEDDAR
CHEESE. REAL AVOCADO
GUACAM01E AND COOL
SOUR CREAM PLUS YOUR
CHOICE OF TENDER
SIRLOIN STEAK. TOP
QUALITY CHICKEN OR
LEAN CARNITAS.
TOP IT All OFF WITH
FRESH TOMATOES AND
ONIONS OR CHUNKY
SALSA AND SPICY
HOT SAUCE

S1.00
*1.99
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Benefit now from tax deferral. Call our SRA hotline 1800-842-2733, ext. 8016.
OFFER GOOD THROUGH
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75 years of ensuring the future
for those who shape it!"
T

CREF

certificate arc distributed by TIAA-CREF Individualand Institutional Services. Far marc complete information, including cbaryes an)expenses, call 1S0C-S42-27.V, ext. S0I6
for a prospectus. Read the prospectuscarefully before you invest or send money
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3225 Sports Arena Blvd
Next to Olive Garden
BURRITO
Building Batter Fast
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YOUR
FREE
ISSUE
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STUDENT TRAVELS
MAGAZINE

coming soon to this newspaper on

SINCE 1986 )16|5 Garnet Ave.,
Pacific Beach
Phone 483-1421
MAPS. LUGGAGE .

TRAVEL BOOKS
BACK PACKS. & ACCESSORIES
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[MltOH Council on International Educational Exchange

Houre: Hon-Frl 10-6, Sat 10-5, Sun
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Classified
ADVERTISEMENTS

Public Rclulioas Student Society of America
San Diego StateUnivcrsity Chapter

General Meeting: FEB 18,1993
5 p.m. PSFA Journalism reading room
BENEFITS: Resume enhancement,
mentor program. All majors welcome.
For more info call Aileen Cashman
286-7209 or Ana Luna 287-7581.

Lisa,
I'm sorry for everything we've
been put through. I'm glad we
are starting from scratch and I
can't wait for Saturday night to
see you again.

I Love You,
Cowboy Man

PAID INTERNSHIPS!
(POSITIONS LIMITED)
Applications/Interviews being
taken now for the best summer :
business internship and training!
you can find Earn $6-16,000
I while managing your branch of !
UNIVERSITY PAINTING
PROFESSIONALS
during Summer 1993
Call 1-800-525-5877. TODAY?

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

ALBERTO:
I see you in the UC Deli every
Fisheries. Earn $600+/week in
canneries or $4,000+/month on
day but I'm far too shy to
fishing boats. Free Transportation! speak. Meet me in the old
Room + Board! Over 8,000 open
wing of the library upstairs
ings. No experience necessary.
Sunday at 9:30 P.M.
Male or Female. For employment
Signed,
program call:
D.M.W.
1-206-545-4155 ext A5979

Greeks and Clubs

Southern California Camp seeks
program, administrative, health,
$1,000 AN HOUR
aquatics, equestrian and general
Each member of your frat, sorority, team,
staff. Girls resident camp. Ten club, etc. pitches in just one hour and your
week season June through August. group can earn $1,000 in just a few days.
Resume to Julie Fabsik
Plus a chance to earn $1,000 for
yourself,
1231 Upas Street,
no cost no obligation.
San Diego, CA 92103
1-800-932-0528 ext. 65

Solutions from your Apple Campus Reseller:
a full Macintosh line for all your needs.

You're not the only
one who's carrying a lot of
units this semester
. v", *
The new Apple
Macintosh Color Classic.

The new Apple
MacintoshCentris 610.

fa n o w '^0Ur
Campus Reseller has the most affordable new
line of full-featured Macintosh* computers ever. There's the Apple* Macintosh
Color Classic — a solid performer at a remarkable price. The Macintosh
LC III, which runs 50% faster than its top-selling predecessor, the LC II. And,
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The newApple
Macintosh LC HI.

for even more power, the Macintosh Centris"610. See these new computers
today at your Apple Campus Reseller. Where you'll get special student pricing,
as well as service duringcollege* And experience the powerof Macintosh.
The power more college students choose. The power to be your best"

Hours: Monday-Thursday, 9am-6pm Friday, 9am-4pm, Saturday, 9am-4pm
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